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Instrumental History
the very successful coming-of-age party of th~ British Gliding
Association on 4th December, our thoughts have taken a historical
turn. Furthermore, the articles in this issue on instrumental equipment are a reminder that this subject, too, has a history. Mr. Philip Wills's
turn-and-bank did not quite "come of age" before having to be discarded;
but the history of the variometer, or rate-of-climb indicator, of which Mr.
Louis Slater writes, goes back further than that of soaring flight-at least,
human soaring.
The early balloonists used a "statoscope" which told them whether they
were rising or falling, though not the actual rate. Dr. Alexander Lippisch,
the pioneer sailplane designer, records that he brought an "Atmos" variometer into use in 1918 for the test flights of Dornier aeroplanes; conseq uently,
when Robe!t Kronfeld started climbing under cumulus clouds in 1928,
Lippisch recommended a variometer to him. Kronfeld kept its use secret,
telling everybody that the vacuum flask contained coffee.
But a variometer had been used to find thermals before this. Sir
Roderick Hill, in his book "The Baghdad Air Mail," published in 1928,
wrote that the Vic~ers Vernons found it so difficult to climb in the thin, hot
desert air when taking-off fully loaded, that they had to seek out thermals,
which they called "dunts," to help them up.
.
According to Sir Roderick, "One of the Air Mail pilots invented a useful instrument called a 'dunt indicator' . .. It was extremely simple, consisting of an empty 2-gallon petrol tin fixed behind the pilot's instrument
board. The cap was sealed on, but through it was drilled a tiny hole. The
tin was connected by a small pipe to one side of a pressure gauge visible to
the pilot. The other side of the pressure gauge was open to the air in the
pilot's cockpit."
Another Baghdad Mail pilot would find a thermal by watching a kite
soaring; this was also the method used by Wolf Hirth when he made the
'World's first blue-sky th~rmal flight (in "dry" thermals) at Elmira in 1930.
Three years later, Wolf actually succeeded in finding thermals by the sensations in his ears. Unfortunately Nature has made the human ear-drum
more sensitive to down-currents than to up-currents, though in the birds
she has arranged matters the other way round.
A correspondent refers to the method of throwing light objects overboard and watching their vertical displacement. But of the various forms of
paper which have been used, strips many yards long seem much the most
useful, because it is found that different parts of the strip go up at different
,rates. An acoomplished sailplane pilot must not merely find his thermal but,.
as last yea('s International Contest showed, continually adjust his position
to stay in its strongest part.

W
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NOTES and NEWS
-Gliding at Cranwell
Gliding is now part of the curriculum at
-the R.A.P. Cadet College at Cranwell
where, according to latest news, 6$ %of the
-cadets have reached "B" certificate stage,
while "C" and even "Silver C" certificates
are beginning to come in. It looks as if, in
.another year or two, eve!)' young officerpilot in the R.A.F. will know all about
gliding.
~irst

Triple Diamond
John Robinson, of U.S.A., is the tirst
·pilot to qualify for the addition of three
diamonds to his "Gold C," according to a
statement put out by the Federation Aeronautique Intemationale early in October.
-Qualifications are: 500 kms. distance, 5,000
metres climb and 300 kms. goal flight. Mr
Robinson flew 325 miles (513 kms.) from
Wichita Falls to Barstow, Texas, in July,
1947, and climbed ~4,200 feet (7,376 m.) at
Bishop, California, in January, 1949.
Ainnet Petition
The Editors of Weather obtained 21,400
'signatures to the petition organised by
them for the restoration of Airmet. Motives
-stated by the signatories have been analysed
as follows :-Agriculture 27 per cent.,
.sport 21 per cent., aviation 21 per cent.,
general interest and miscellaneous 14 per
·cent., industry 7 per cent., education 6 per
cent., science 4 per cent. The proportion
-of gliding people in the aviation group is
not stated, but a Bristol glider pilot wrote
that he used to plot a tephigram in bed on
Sunday morning and decide whether to get
up and rig his sailplane or turn over and
go to sleep again!
The petition is to be presented to the
Secretary of State for Air, but of the many
Government departments concerned, it
seems that the Post Office, which controls
broadcasting, is the one to be ultimately
·convinced. The Editors of Weather state
that various constructive suggestions for
solving the wavelength problem have been
made, and "until detailed reasons have
been given showing that all of these are
imoossible, the Airmet battle will not be
.dropped."

Winter Cross-Countries
Two flights have been made in the comJX:tition fOT Lord Kemsley's prizes for
wmter. cross-country flights, up to the time
of gomg to press. On 12th November,
Harry Cook went 46 miles from the Derby
and Lancs. Gliding Club to Scotter, LinGS.,
a~d on the same day Philip Leech went 33
miles to Finningley. They used standing
waves, but details have not yet been sent
in. At the time, the site lay between two
occlusions, with a stable layer at about
8,000 ft., but with no appreciable shear in
the wind except at a much higher leve I.
The competition continues till 28th February, 1951, mclusive.
Many pilots soared in the wave lift that
day, and J. S. Armstrong reached 8,600 ft.
in the next wave up-wind, which was over
Kinder Scout and appeared to be the first
of the series.
Another crQss-country flight the same
daY was by Harry Midwood, 33 miles to
Ganston.

Height Records in Poland
A new international altitude record was
claimed in Poland on 3rd Decem ber.
Andrzej Brzuski, accompanied by a passenger, is stated to have attained a height
of 9,850 m. (12,313 ft.). Presumably this is
a record for gain of height, as it is stated to
have beaten the record of 8,050 m. (26,411
ft.) put up by Per Axel Persson in Sweden
on 12th July, 1947. According to the
weather charts a oouble cold front crossed
Poland from NNW to SSE on 2nd Decem.
ber, but on the 3rd a "wave" developed on
this front, and the eastern part moved
northwards again over Poland as a warm
front.
A new two-seater record for women is
also claimed in Poland. The pilots' names
are given as Kemp and Wlazlo and they
are stated to have reached 7,200 m. (23620
ft.) in a two-seater sailplane. The date is
not given. The previous record was held
by Betsy Woodward of U.S.A. Flying a
two-seater Schweizer TG-3 sailplane, with
Vera Gere as passenger, she climbed 3,291
m. (10,800 ft.)at El Mirage Field, Adelanto
California, on 7th Al!lril, 1950.
'
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American Contest, 1951
Elmira, N.Y.., has been chosen fur the
National Soa,ring, Meet in 1951. This was
the site used i.l 1949, 1948 and every prewar year since 1930. Last year and in 1947
the Meet was held in Texas.
Cloud Photographer
Captain C. J. P. Cave, who died on 8th
December, was well known for his book
"Clouds and Weather Phenomena," first
published in 1926 by Cambridge University
Press at 5s., with over 40 exoellent photographs. Paradoxically, he made his reputation among meteorologists with a monograph on "The Structure of the Atmosphere
in C1~ar Weather."
A new edition of the cloud book, publishedin 1943, refers to sailplanes in cloud
lift, and in the same paragraph includes an
interesting observation on cloud streets:
"These lines may be very long, especially
at sea. I once saw one in mid-Atlantic that
lay nearly parallel to the course of the
steamer and was visible all day till the late
afternoon, when the steamer passed under
the cloud and experienced a slight shower."
Thus the author.; of the three standard
books on clouds, have died in successive
years: A. W. Clay,den ("Cloud Studies,"
1905; 2nd edition ,1925) in June, 1948: G.
A. C1arke ("Clouds," 1920) in February,
1949, and Cave in 1950.

CORRECTIONS
In the last issue, in the middle of the 3rd
paragraph of the' Editorial: the special
gliding number of The Aeroplane was published in 1929, not 1922. On page 143,
Kronfeld's name was wrongly spe'lt in the
title.
The photo of the Nationa'l Contests on
page 121 shows the Newcastle Club's Petrel
in flight, not the Kranich. It was taken by
John Pressland.
The cross-eountry flight in a series of
standing waves, made by R. D. Roper and
descri.bcd on pages 134.5, was the second of
its ,kind from the Derbyshire and Lancashire
Club's site, not the first. In the previous
year, Harry Midwood made a similar flight
from the site. The tirst British cross-eountry
flight in a series of waves was made by
David Carrow in March, 1949 from Long
Mrnd to Newbury, winning the Kemsley
Wmter Prize.

SAILFLYING PRESS SHOOTS
A LINE
How are we doing? Well, to tell the
truth we are modestly startled. When
GLIDING was launched, we declared with a
light laugh that it was to be a non-profitmaking venture, and if by any miracle we
e\<er made such a tbing it would be p,lough~d
in to make .a better magazine.
Well, we don't need a very large plough
yet, but we pay our printers, the hon.
Editor's stamps, and each issue has done a
little better than the last. So it is clear that
Gliding folk really do want a quarterly
magazine of technical authority entirely
devoted to motorless flight.
The other proof of this .lies here, in our
contents, which show what a lot of valuable
material has been going unrecorded for
lack of a suitable medium.
GLIDlNG is now sold to 17 overseas
countries. We are read in romantic-soundiug pla,ces like Zomba and Narayangany,
in Brage and Ipoh and Kongwa. * It is
fascinating to speculate that our groundnut may eventually be packed off to·
Britain carefullY wrapped up in an old page
of GUDtNG.
We get very heartening support from the
Services. and the A.T.e. And lastly, from
our advertisers. In its early days a new
magazine is obviously a highly speculative
advertising medium, and those tirms which
backed us up prac.tically before we were
aOllse-traintld especially earn our thanks.
A sl,Jrvey of our pages shows how the keen
business noses of advertiserS now detect
that we have Made the Grade,.
We have had from many quarters one
major criticism-that we are not a monthly.
But this, my dear sir, is too easy. All that
is needed is that you, and you, and you,
should. get a pal to become a subscriber,.
and it will be done. But the main difference
between a quarterly and a monthly is that
the first can just be ,done in our spare time.
So we start 1951 in good heart. It's a lot
of work, but it's fun, which after all has,
always been the motto and the foundation
of the success of British gliding.

* Nyasaland, East Pakistan, Portugal,.
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Malaya, Tanganyika.

Coming-of-Age Parry

'THE

twenty-first birthday of the British
Gliding Association was celebrated by
.a most successful party on 4th December,
1950.
Proceedings began at 6.15 p.m. with a
reception and cocktail party given by Vis·count Kemsley, President of the RG.A.,
and Lady Kemsley, in the library of Londonderry House. Almost every period of
British gliding history was represented
among the guests. For example, Douglas
-Culver organised the "Gliding Lunch" on
the same date 21 years before, when the
B.G.A. was born. The Aeroplane, through
whose publicity those lunch-:rs assembled,
was represented by its Editor, Thurstan
James, who incidentally founded the Sailplane anc! Glider ill 1930; C. G. Grey, founder of The Aeroplane, accepted, but was unfortunately unable to come. E. C. Gordon
England was the first Chairman of the
B.G.A. after its official inauguration on
25th March, 1930; but he w~s gliding in
1909, when he once cJjmbed 100 feet above
launch at Amerbley Downs, and he also
soared at Itford in 1922. Captain C. H.
Latimer Needham holds the first British
"c" certificate, and once put up a British
duration record in an op~n Primary. Lord
sempill and Prof. Sir David Brunt are both
past Presidents of th~ B.G.A. And so on:
a full catalogue of every guest's contributions to British gliding would fill this

Statue at Londonderry House is awarded a
Gliding Badge by Mrs. Wills.
-153-

journal. Among other notable guests were
Lord Brabazon of Tara, Sir Frederick
Handley Page, Sir Miles Thomas, Air
Chief Marshal Sir Frederick Bowhill, Col.
R. L. Preston, Cap!. A. G. Lamplugh, the
Hon. R Bathurst, Peter Masefield, Sir
Francis McClean and Rear Admiral Abel
Smith.
By 8 p.m. a lot more guests had arrived
and some 250 people trooped upstairs to be
received by Phi lip and Kitty Wills, who
had organised a dance and cabaret show.
The ballroom was comfortably full but not
unduly crowded, as a large proportion of
the gliding guests continued to reminisce
and talk shop all over the stairway and in
the bar.
For the cabaret show, the Cambridge
Club had prepared a witty sketch showing
the Op::rations Controller and his staff at
Fillon Airfield on th~ occasion of the National Gliding Contest in June, 1961. We
heard how 27 sailplane pilots were simultaneous'ly flung aloft by the new Rice 28drum winch; among them were Air Commodore F-rb-s, flying a Slingsby GulI VI,
and Admiral of the Fleet Sir A. G--dh-rt,
still fajthful to the Mu-13. There were also
two sedberghs flown by Cadet Corporal
Bloggs and Cadet sergeant Blenkinsop
resp~clively, with Wing Commander Bedford and Wing Command~r Mallett as
"passengers"; while Mr. Wills, who had
flown to Inverness and come back for
another attempt to make better sp~ed, was
reported to be beating up and down the
leading edge of the Brabazon. Other contributors to the show were the Derby and
Lancs., Surrey and Imp~rial College, and
London Clubs; and, of course, we had the
famous turn of the green and red Fairies
Lift and Sink (resp::ctively).
Before the entertainment Mr. Wills gave
the assembled glider pilots a lot of valuable
advice on the choice of a wife, and especially on the difficult problem of finding one
who can back a trailer into a landing field'
after which his own wife showed that
al\Other of her accomplishments was cutting
an outsize birthday cake with a sword.
After midnight the guests, five times as
many as those who had come to the Lunch
21 years before, reluctantly departed to
skid and side-slip home over the ice-

covered roads, hoping they will still be fit
to attend an equally successful Jubilee
party in 1979.
Key to Group Photograph

We have done our best to identify everyone in the photograph but without complete
s~lccess, and regret also that it has been
impossible, despite enquiries, to supply
some of the miss.ing surnames.
I, Mrs. L. Wright; 2, Philip A. Wills; 3,
Mr~. P. A. Wills; 4, Dr. A. E. Slater; 5, Pat
Wnght; 6, Eileen Purdon; 7, David PlIrdol1;
g, A. ("Johnny") Walker; 9, Jack Parsons;
10, John Howe.
11, Mallreen---;12, Jack Hanks; 13,
Miss. G. Richardson; 14, Major A. K.
Robmson; 15, Lawrence Wright; 16, Rosemary Slater; 17, Roger Dickson; ]8, Mrs.
A: H. Yates; 19, Alan H. Yates; 20, Pat
Dlckson.
21, Mrs. H. E. Bolton; 22, George
Gregory; 23, Barbara - - - ; 24, Ralph
Hooper; 25, Prof. G. Varley; 26, Mrs. H.

M. Latto; 27, Mike--; 28, Molly--;
29, Don Brown; 30, "Bungy" Baker.
31, Frank Moore; 32, Col. R. L. Preston;
33, H. E. Bolton;. 34, Frank G. Irving; 35,
David Carrow; 36, T. Gil Phillips; 37,
H~lgh Trotter;
38, Peter Helson; 39,.
Brenda - - - ; 40, N. P. Anson.
41, Dorothy Dellchar, 42, Mrs. N. P.
Anson; 43, Yvonne Lott; «,-Tony Goodhart; 45, Nick Goodhart.
Enlargements of this photograph, 10 x
7:} ins., may be obtained from the RG.A.
at 7s. 6d. each post free.
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B.G.A. NEWS
Task -f1ying~Ma tcbes
To help the British Gliding Association
in judging the respective merits of candidates for inclusion in the British team at
future international contests, a scheme is
being worked out whereby pairs of pilots
may attempt various tasks by mutual
arrangement, starting fn>m the same place
at the same time. The idea is to supplement information provided by flights made
at the national contests, which have not
been found to give sufficient scope for a
thorough judgment of most of the pilots'
capabilities. The proposal is that each pilot
should fly against a number of other pilots,
·one at a time, on various dates throughout
the year.
There are four kinds of contest which, it
is suggested, should be flown :-(1) Goal
races, (2) Out-and-retum-races, (3) Races
over lOO-km. triangular courses, and (4)
Maximum distance up-wind. It should be
noted that these tasks do not involve long
retrieves from far distant places.
A Committee is working on the scheme,
and full details will be circulated to the
·c1ubs as soon as ready.

(i) show evidence of at least 10 hours
flying training under a comoetent instructor
in a dual-controlled aeroplane.
(ii) show evidence of at least 10 hours
flying as pilot in charge of an aeroplane.
It has also been agreed that for the
renewal of the Private Pilots' Licence· two
hours of the required five may be glider
flying time.

Financial Assistance for Group Syndicates
The Trustees of the Kemsley Flying
Trust have advised the B.G.A. that they are
prepared to assist suitably Qualified Group
Syndicates in the purchase of high-performance sailplanes. The terms would be a
subject of negotiation, but would not be
substantially ai./ferent from those already
enjoyed by Clubs making purchase of
similar equipment. It is a condition that all
Group Syndicates wishing to take advantage of this assistance shall be or become
Members of the Association. Applications
must be made through the Association and
supported by their recommendation,

M76 High·Performance Two-Seater.

In 1946, the British Gliding Association
Glider Experience and Pilots' Licence
held a Design Competition for a two-seater
The 40 hours flying required for the high-performance Glider, in which the first
Private Pilots' Licence may now include prize, presented by the Duke of Sutherland,
gliding experience, as announced in the was won by Mr. H. Kendall. A developlast issue (p. 119). Since that paragraph ment of his prize winning design is now
went to press, full details of the conditions under construction for the Association by
Messrs. F. G. Miles Ltd., Redhill Aerohave been published. Theyare:(a) The holder ofa "Silver C n certificate drome, Surrey. It is expected that two
or Dual Instructor's Category "A" will machines will be flying in 1952 for particihave to pass the practical flying tests and pation in the World Gliding Championships to be held in that year. The project
the technical examination.
Cb) In addition to (a) above, the holder is being financed by the Kemsley Flying
of Dual Instructor's Category "B2" will be Trust and the Ministry of Supply.
The machine has a wing span of sixty
asked to show evidence of at least three
hours of cross-country flying as a pilot in feet and has side-by-side seating. Certain
charge, carried out during the six months parts are being made of a plastic material
immediately preceding the date of the ap- in order to facilitate manufacture and·
plication. This cross-country flying must reduce costs. Special attention has been
include one flight during which the appli- paid to ease of rigging, maintenance and
cant landed and came to rest at two inter- handling on the ground. The aerodynamic
mediate places, One being not less than 50 design is advanced in conception with the
accent on fast cross-country flying.
nautical miles from the place ofdeparture.
F. G. IRVING,
(c) In addition to (a) and (b) above, the
For Two-Seater High Performance
holder of a "C" Certificate will be called
Progress Committee.
upon to:-170-

Ye OIde Tyrne and Banke.
by Philip Wills.
the end of the 1950 Season, I made
A
the usual survey of what work might be
required to be done on the Weihe during
T

the Winter months, and thought of my
electric Turn and Bank Indicator. Perhaps
it was beginning to run a little noisily1
And the Slip needle had been sticking ever
so slightly for SOITl€ years.
For some years'? When I came to think
of it, the situation was a little surprising. I
had bought the instrument, one of the first
available, in 1935. For the first year or so
I had had a little bother with the commutator which used to carbon up and Mr. Wills's "Weihe," in which Ye Tyrne aod.
require wiping with a silk rag. But since
Banke last functioned.
around 1937 it had had no attention of any
kind, except to be switched on and off
w/len wanted!
The number of hours it had run was
My instrument had hummed its way'
probably not very large, compared to through all three International Competipowered aircraft utilisation, but sixteen tions (which probably makes it unique
years is a long time for a delicate piece of amongst instruments). It did hours of
machinery to remain unattended.
running at Samaden in 1948 at altitudes
It had been fitted in the first place to between 14,000 and 20,000 ft. (the makers
Hjordis, then to Minimoa, and finally to now tell me that it is not governed, and so·
Weihe. On the first, I had promptly nearly not compensated for altitude and voltage
broken my neck: in a high-speed spiral dive,
variations like their latest models, but this'
which had taught me that there was more didn't seem to matter). Its current conto blind-flying than merely attaching a new sum.ption is so small that two 6-volt dry
in.strument to the dashboard. Then we batteries last a season, and sometimes outwent to the 1937 International Competi- live their winter's sleep and start it humtions at the Wasserkuppe, where it W'1S a ming again in the following Spring. And
surprise to find that in the matter of Turn during the whole of its life it has never
and Bank Indicators (if in little else) we once let me do\\n.
.
When I asked Pullin's to overhaul it,
were ahead of the Germans, who all had
venturi-driven instruments and all com- they expressed some surprise at its existence.
plained of icing troubles.
Their latest instrulTl€nts are "improved"
Then came Minimoa, in which it achieved greatly-presumably one now wills 'them
two cu.-nim. record flights, then five years to one's grandchildren. For since the time"
rest for my Turn-and Bank, after which it of my instrument, electric turn and bank
was, without any attention, put to hum in indicators have developed mightily and
the Weihe, and immediately achieved have been adopted in a big way for Service
another one. In fact, with the exception of and Civil powered aircraft.
a fortnight's break in 1939, when Noel
So an instrument that received its first
McClean took the heil?ht record with his encouragement from a demand from the
remarkable flight to 11 ~OOO ft. in a Grunau gliding movement has become Big Business.
Baby in the Helm Wind, my Early PuJlin We sometiln€s feel rather shy in the gliding
had held the British single-seat height
world about our queer and small-scale
record from 5th Jun.e, 1938. until 24th requirements, but more often than we
August, 1950, when FIt. Lt. Bedford took
realise we start off sometning bigger than
it away from it.
we think.
-111-

Letter From South Africa

'WEandare areapproaching
midsummer here
treated to a storm nearly
every afternoon in Johannesburg. Indeed
it seems almost worse than Durban in this
respect. Yesterday I saw some quite large
hail·stoRes-the largest I have ever seen,
though I believe they do come even largerthey were about the size of pigeons' eggs,
and roughly that shape too. They made
quite a loud 'ping' when they fell.
It will make your mouth water when I
tell you that cloud base (cumulus) here is
seldom lower than 6,000 ft. and more
commonly in the region of 8,000 ft., whic.h
is 13,000 ft. above sea-level. Consequently
"Silver C" height is passed on nine out of
every ten flights that we make at Baragwanath here. Our main struggle is the
5-hour duration; so many Of the boys fall
·down at the 4·1--hour mark, usually because
the late afternoon storms make flying
unpleasant.
Did I tell you that we have formed a
'gliding club at Baragwan.ath? It is part of
the Johannesburg Light Plane Club and is
known as the Soaring Section of this dut>.
Hans Wiirth is, of course, the C.F.I., and I
will give you one guess as to who has fallen
for the job of Secretary Bird!
We are easily the largest soaring centre
in Africa and have the pick of the Union'S
pilots with us-mostly pTivate owners and
small syndicates. Hans has the Kranich and
has just finished the Spalinger S-15, which
I have access to; Heli Lasch has the Air-lOO
which he took to Sweden for the Internationals; there is Sparky Davidson with
his Spalinger S-18, a team of twO with a
super Baby, a Minimoa flown at our site
by the Pioneer G.C-, and an H-I? is
expected to join us soon. .Besides these we
hope soon to take delivery of another Baby
from Portugu.ese East Africa, and Hans has
another Kranich and an S-18 ready for
rebuilding.
It is quite a site on weekends at Baragwanath, I can assure you. We have three
Tiger Moth tugs at our disposal which are
owned by J.L.P.c. Our gliding times this
summer so far have been in the region of
20 hours and more per weekend-all of
which is in thermals.

The Competitioos

The day before yesterday we all arrived
back from the South African Gliding
Competitions, which this year were held at
Standerton, about 100 miles from here on
the road to Durban. The competitions
covered II flying days and the weatj,er was
good throughout, except of course for our
usual Transvaal afternoon storms which
cut many cross-<;ountry flights short.
We gave points only for mileage-none
for height or duration. Points were earned
at the rate of I per km. with a bonus of
20 % for reaching a goa I, and 2 poin IS per
kilometre for the homeward journey of an
out-and-retum flight, with an additional
20% bonus for reaching home.
We fly in two main groups: the Unlimited
Class and the Limited Class, the latter
being for machines of 14 metres span and
less, all ·of which must be flown by teams
of three bods to a machine. In the Unlimited Class there was the Air-lOO, the
S-18 and the Minimoa only. The limited
section consisted of three Babys, an S-15
and a Schweizer 1-19. The Durban club
fell out on the first day after smashing the
bows of their Baby on a rock. The S-15
was flown by Hans Wlinh, Beet Dommisse
(last year's champion) and myself as team.
Between us at Baragwanath we walked
off with every cup and trophy that was 10 be
won-nobody else .got a look-in. Our
team on the S-15 won the Limited Class,
with Hans Wiirth winning the distance
trophy as well by doing a remarkable flight
for a medium-performance machine of 142
miles, covering on the waY some really
tricky country.
Heli Lasch was leading in the Unlimited
Class but his Air-lOO carried a handicap,
and so "Sparky" Davidson in his S-18
became National Champion for 1950. Heli
did the biggest goal flight and also the
greatest height of 20,000 ft. odd. "Sparky"
did the best out-and-return, covering over
60 miles each way and tak.ing about six
hours to do it. Our Baby also did a very
good out-and-retum of some 45 miles each
way, and Hans a simjlar flight in the S-15.
As I have said, we were held up most
days by the storms in the afternoon. All
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the winds carried us eastwards towards
Swaziland, 70 miles away, whil'h is very
hilly and so a good source for the storms,
It was on'ly the few pilots of great experience who managed to weave their ways
through the storms and so make better
distances than the average. It was the
experience that Gountea this time, not the
machine, which is just the reverse to last
yea,r's Rally in the F,r.ee State.
Cumulus dOl/cl base ranged between
6,OCO ft. am! 9,000 ft. a.s.l. Convection
started at aoout 10 a.m. or later each day,
and the storms at about 2 p.m. or later.
Thermal strength was usually in the region
of 10-15 ft. per second, though 1,500 ft. per
minute I sometimes recorded. Gliders were
permitted to t,ow to 2,000 ft. maximum,
though most released in good lift below
1.000 ft.
, Climbing to cloud base was fairly easy,
though sometimes the going was rough.
On my first cross-country this year I seem
to have reached "Gold C" height, but I
camilot confirm this until the barograph
has been re-<:alibrated. In any case it is
very dose indeed; as far as I can make ,out
I reached about 15,000 ft. above sea level,
making a climb above release of close on
the 10,000 ft. mark. Cloua base that day
was the best of the Rally; from then onwards it remained around 8,000 ft.
This first flight took me 65 miles, the
first 40 of which I flew, as usual, Quite
ignorant of my real course. I nominated a
~oal some 10 deg. to the south of my
track! However, I outflew the goal by 30
miles o,r so, and then hit the thunder and
muck with very angry skies all round. J
discovered that heavy rain on the wings
makes a very frightening noise. The second
flight took me a similar distance, except that
I met the muck after about 35 miles and
'Chose a gap between two storms, which
gave me quite calm air and a straight
glide of 28 miles with a very nice view.
On the last day I got away for the third
time and nominated a goal 45 miles awayVclksrust-and cursed like he 11 when I was
forced down 2 miles short, lhus losing my
20% bonus. rAccording to the map, there
is a place called VolksTLlstabout 145 mile-s
away.-Eo.] Actually this was quite like
the classics of which we read in the gliding
bOoks. My clo'ud turned into a storm and
I rode along rather timidly in front of it
in the conventional manner. I even had

the usual vu lture to accompany me! Unfortunately, he had far more clues, because
I allowed the muck to overtake me and
finally had to run like the devil for clear
air.
However, I learnt .a lot at this Rally.
Believe me, Gross-<:ountry flying is the way
to gain experience; you feel so utterly alone,
so far away from the friendly field. It
teaches you to keep your wits about you
and fly welL The real bugbear to it all is
the retrieving afterwards; I found this very
tiring, especialJy when one has to fly after
a late retrieve the day before. Drivjn'g a
car with a large trailer behind on the South
African roads is very nerve-racking, I can
assure you.
We have very few tarred
roads in this country; mo'st of them are of
ordinary dirt surface, which becomes very
corrugated and broken.
In all we flew .3 ,I 00 mil.es by glider this
Rally, and must have GOvered Jar more
miles on the road.

K. B.

NEWMAN.

(Formerly Secretary of SouthdownGliding
CI'I1h).

----.----

Correspondence
Sir,
Honour where honour is due. One of
Mr. Donald Brown's grand stories in your
Autumn issue refers to the practice of
throwing paper from the cockpit into a
thermal, and mentions that "the originator
of this cunning device" flew in the 1950
National Competitions. I don't think he
did. MUl1go Buxton was throwing confetti
into thermals so long. ago that I-having
been gliding for only thirteen years-know
of it only as older mistory. This was
probably in the period when he owned the
Scud 11, later one-third mine, in which
incidentally I found mysterious little tubes
ending at various points flush with the
wing surface. Through these, I learned, he
listened for the stall (via an "exchange" in
the cockpit) through a stethoscope borrowed from a doctor named Slater.
As originators of cunning devices, the
older generation did pretty well-perhaps
you will give us a schoJarly footnote on
the subject?
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LA WRENCE WRIGHT.

The Slingsby T-34
by P. A. Wills
The T-34, the new high-performance machine produced
by Slingsby Sailplanes, has been variously referred to as
tile "Slingsby 18-metre" and the "Gull V", and was
described in our issue ofJuly, 1950, on pages 86-88, where
general arrangement dr,awings and polar curves were given.
We understand that the name "Sky" is under consideration and will probably be adopted.
the generosity of Slingsby, who
T
put me on the list, and of Jock Forbes,
who turned out on a blustery day at DetHROUGH

ling, I flew the T-34 on 18th November.
The wind was S.S.E., 15-20 m.p.h., up the
hill, so I got in 40 minutes' rather rough
slope-soaring at from 800 to 1,000 feet, in
grey overcast sky, with bits of minor lift.
Forty minutes hardly qualify one as an
expert, but were enough to convince meas has been convinced Jock Forbes, who is
doing the flight trials and so has considerably more authority to speak-that in the
T-34 we at last possess a British 18-metre
"better" than the Weihe, and one which
will werthily represent this country in
future international contests.
It is perhaps valuable to point out here
how important it is to have an occasional
first-class foreign machine in the countrythe Weihe sets a standard against which our
new machine can be measured. We know
how good an advanced single-seater has to
be to be good.
There are four comparisons which everyone wants: price, performance, stability
and control, and ease of rigging. But there
are two others which are too easily taken
for grao.ted, yet which matter a lot and
require much design skill. These are:
strength, and disposable load.
Regarding the last two, the T-34 is without ar~ument greatly the superior. It
meets current British Civil Airworthiness
requirements, whereas the Weihe does not.
And its disposable load is 250 Ibs. against
the Weihe's 196 lbs. The Weihe, in fact, is
overweight on its lesser strength factors
with a heavy pilot and oxygen equipment,
before ever thinking of radio, artificial
horizons and the like.
Regarding price, whilst at the time of

writing this has not been finally calculated,
it is understood that it will be several hundred pounds less than the Swedish-built
Weihe.
On performance, until a polar curve has
actually been produced one cannot speak
with certainty.
The machine has b:en
flown against a Weihe at Detling and
appeared to be as good at minimum sinking
speed, and better in penetration. This conforms with the cur....es given on p. 86 of
No. 2 issue of GLIDING, giving the manufacturer's estimated polar for the T-34
against the actual Weihe polar produced
by No. I Test Group on the Surrey Club's
Weihe. All one can say with cerla/nty (It this
stage is that its performance is in the top
class.

As regards stability and handling, I
liked her very much. She has the crisp
qualities of the Gull IV; in fact these
machines handle a little more like a lowwing-loaded aeroplane than like most existing gliders. The stall occurs at 35-36 m.p.h.
indicated, and there is plenty of stall warning. She flies hands off straight and level
at 40 m.p.h., whilst in a turn of any steepne~$ speed has to be increased to 42-44
m.p:h., below which bulfe'.ing, indicating
the approach of the stall, can be felt. When
put into a spin. she spins nose-down and
fast, but recovers instantly when wanted.
The ailerons are each split in two, are
crisper and more effective than those of the
Weihe, and do nDt go so solid at speed.
The rate of roll is considerably faster. The
air-brakes, though not large, are probably
better as spoilers than the notoriously
inadequate ones on the Weihe, and are
certainly better as air-brakes, since they
do in fact hold the brakes-out maximum
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The '{-34 at Kirbymoorside, Yorkshire, where it was J)uilt.
speed to below the critical speed of the
aircraft.
She trims to fly, bands off, over an almost
UJVIccessarily wide range of s~eds. The
cockpit is identical with. that of the Gull
IV, con~iderably roomier and more cO mf0li1able than that of the Weihe for a long
pilot. The cockpit cover is well sealed with
inset rubber, but on this prototype some
misehievous elf in the works had' e.arved a
large unsealable round hole out of the
perspex just behind one's left ear, which let
in all the draughts again in concentrated
form and produced an artistic organ-note
which shattered the otherwise well-bred
silence of one's progress. The clearing of
such minor points,. however, is what a prototype is for.
The single-wheel undercart is, I fear, a
democratic necessity, in the general dearth
at modern gliding clubs of black slaves or
Hitler Jugend, to carry machines around
on their whip-lashed backs. Inescapably,
however, it provides. an excrescence which
must undo some of the work in the general
It
careful s!reamlining of the design.
seems to hun~ almost indece·ntly far below
. the keel; perhaps it could be retracted an
inch or so, or a srnal[er wheel fitted. Persl:maIly I am not in favour of heavy and
expensive expanding brakes on a glider
wbeel; a simple friction band rubbing on
the top of the tyre when the brake is applied is surely cheaper, lighter, more reliable
and just as effective. Pete Mallett fitted one
of these to his Gull IV in Sweden this year
in 24 hours. For World Championships, a
skid with droppable wheels would give the
pilot another I· or 2 per cent. on his LID at
speed, which is notto be lightly thrown away.

Something of the kind is being considered.
Lastly, rigging. 'tbe prototype wingroot fittings and control connections are
going to be modified on production models,
but will not, I think, quite equal in simplicity and ease of assembly the Weihe,
which surely will never be bettered.
However, this is a comparatively minor
point, and there is nO doubt in my milld
as to which machine I would rather own
and fly in Competitions. To sum it up,
against the Weihe, the T-34 (a) is stronger,
(b) carries a greater disposable load, (c) is
cheaper, (d) probably has a better performance, (e) probably halldlesbetter, (f)
has a better cockpit, but (g) is not so quick
and easy to rig.
There does not s.eem any doubt about it
-the T-34 has it..

FOR SALE & WANTED
(C/assified adverlisements can JlOW be accepted for this
Magazine.
Rates 011 ap/J}fcation to The Tra..de Pr~s5'
Association Ltd., 57·61 Mor/fmer SrreeJ, W.J.)

Intermediate sailplane (preferably GRUNAU
2B or PREFECT) wanted in exchange for
GULL I in good l:ondition (recent C. of A.
Hmewal), with cash adjustment. Or s.eparate
sale or purchase. Write clo Box No. Al53A
The' Trade Press Association.
For Sale-British record-holding WEIHE
with all instruments except oxygen, first.
class condition £750. Wills, Manor Hou.se,
Paley Street, Nr. Maidenhead, Berks.
WANTED TO PURCHASE SAILPLANE
Olympia Class. R. H. Filcher, c/o Johnson
& Phillips Ltd., Columbia House, Aldwych,
W.C.2.
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A Criticism of Soaring Contests
by "Delta"
What is the Aim of our present Contests?
thing which alL Soaring Contests
O
seem to have in common is that the
system of marking differs every time.
NE

Before the contest, there are lengthy and
involved discussions to determine the best
system, and to eliminate what are thought
to have been the shortcomings of all
previous systems; the final result reflects
the relative influence of the protagonists of
such conflicting requirements as keeping it
simple, ensuring that the best pilot wins,
ensuring that the best aircraft is not handicapped out of it, making the contest as
exciting as possible, and so on. It is very
likely this unresolved conflict that gives our
contests an apparent lack of aim and continuity of purpose, and which has resulted,
among other things, in the absence of any
British-designed and built competition sailplane capable of challenging German
designs of what is now the last decade.
Possibly this situation will be remedied in
1951, but if it is, the various systems of
marking and handicapping used in our
National Contests have done nothing to
encourage it.
It may be useful to compare the situation
with that obtaining in motor racing and
sailing, neither of which, incidentally,
receive any form of subsidy, except for a
small concession reducing the purchase
tax upon racing cars and motor bicycles.
Two differences stand out as likely to have
some bearing upon the success of these
sports: first, in addition to the purely
sporting side of activities, there is the
declared intention of "improving the
breed"; in the motor cycling world, in
particular, this has reached a point where
British motor cycles <!ominate the world's:
markets. Secondly, nearly all racing takes
place within carefully thought-out classes,
having as their objects either the elimination of the costly, and often prohibitive,
"unlimited" racing machine, or else the
production of a class of boats or vehicles
which, by being able to compete against
<:ach other on even terms, place a premium

upon refinement of design and construction.and skill in driving or helmsmanship.
Soarmg, perhaps because it is still a comparatively new sport, lacks these refinements, and the only move in this direction
wa~ in 1938, when a number of competing
deSIgns were produced from which it was
intended to select a "One Design" sailplane for use in the Olympic contests. Of
these, only one, the German "Meise" (or
DFS-Olympia), reached quantity production, and derivatives of it have been built in
France, Czecho-slovakia, and Britain.
Although capable of fine performance, the
Mei.se is no )0nger in the first flight of competition sailplanes, and, indeed, after the
twelve years since it was designed it should
be possible to produce something both
better, and cheaper to build.
This does not sum up what motor and
yacht racing have, but which soaring lacks;
but the two points mentioned above are
perhaps symptoms; and since it is the purpose of this article to provoke discussion,
an attempt will be made, both to specify
the shortcoming, and to describe a cure.
H is therefore suggested that, whereas both
motor and yacht racing have, over the
years, developed their widely supported
and profitable aims, capable of serving as
a constant guide to their conduct, Soaring
has not yet succeeded in doing so. What is
needed, therefore, is a broad but nevertheless dearly defined aim, capable of attracting sufficient support to achieve continuity and stability over a long period,
and of such a nature as to stimulate our
contests upon healthy lines. Such an aim
might be: To involve the greateST number of
participants in the most exciting possible
competitions, consistent wiTh improving the
breed of sailplanes, and the standard of
Flying.
This aim involves four distinct and conflicting requirements, and if it is to result
in a workable and successful plan for
competition flying, then the conflicts must
be resolved, and resolved in a manner
which stimulates progress in each of the
four fields concerned.
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The greatest number of Participants
"To involve the grea.test number of participants" has been plaoedfirst, because
without widespread support no contest
can be a success, nor arc the three other
r,equirements capable of satisfaction at all.
"Participants" is the word used, because it
is imtended to include not only pilots, but
all those members of ground and retrieving
crews without whom no pilot can get airborne at all. (Although it must not be
taken as advocating an increase in the size
of ground and retrieving parties beyond
what is necessary.) In the sailing world,
this problem has been solved by the creation ;of one-design and restricted classesin particular dinghies, such as the 12-foot
"National" class, and the Fireflies, which,
for a comparative.ly moderate and restricted
cost, Provide first-class racing, and whose
numbers now amount to many hundreds.
Their existence does not prejudice the
survival of the faster, larger and more
advanced. racing yachts; on the contrary,
they apparently bring into the sport many
who subsequently transfer to the other
classes and who otherwise might never
have taken it up at all; the half-litre class
seems to be fulfilling a somewhat similar
function in the motor racing world, Here,
then, is one possible solution of the problem of involving the greatest number of
participants, namely, the establishment of
a "National" one-design, or restricted,
class of sailplane, of such a type as to be
more easily within the reach of clubs and
il)dividuals than any existing high-performance type, and at the same time capable
of providing good comp:tition, ami of
attracting to conte~t-f1ying those who may
later transfer to more advanced types.
Naturally, it would offer many advantages·
If the selected type were also available in
the A.T.e., and suitable for uormal club
training; somethiug resembling a twoseater Mu-J3 (the Mu-15 actually was such
a type), with its welded steel-tube fuse.lage,
might come close. to the proposed
"National" class.
Next, there is the problem of the "most
exciting possible competition." Clearly the
most exciting possible competition is one
III which every entrant is eligible for the
most. important prize (if possible a substantial money prize), and in which the
rules are such that a premium is placed
upon careful planning, thorough preparalion, and SKilful flying, so that the pilot

who displays these qualities to the most
marked degree has the best chance of
winning. Such a method clearly requires a
method of handicappillg based upon a
ecomparison of known aircraft performance,
and immediately produces a conflict with
the third requirement of our aim, namely,
that the I'lan for contests must be consistent with improving the breed of sailplanes." One solution of this problem is to
off-er prizes during the contests for the best
"absolute" performances regardless of
handicap; under such a system there would
be prizes for the longest flight, the highest
speed, the longest out-and-return, and w
on, in additioll. to the principal prize for
which all could compete; and, since a
meeting of this sort is often also the occasion for setting up records, there would
always exist the incentive to enter sailplanes of the highest possible performance,
in spite of any handicap imposed. But
this should be additional t,o a system of
handicapping which encourages the production of the healthiest sort of sailplane to
meet our national requirements.
U

Handicapping
The actual method of handicapping is, of
course, always a difficulty, and, combined
with marking, is the central pr'oblem of
any contest organisation. A bad system
will inevitably stultify sailplane design; a
system which fails to lC'Vel up, within
reason, the inequalities ,in aircraft performanee, will fail to achieve the object
of ensuring that the best pilot has the best
chances of winning; and as a final snag,
any handicapping must be based upon a
system which is quick, efficient, simple, and
which can, in fact, be done by the judges on
the site.
A.t this point it is nece~sary to examine
what, in fact, are the factors which give a
sailplane competition performance; it is
considered that there are three principal
ones: first, the minimum rate of sink, for
clearly the sailplane possessing the least
rate of sink is the one eapable of making
maximum use of rising air; it will either
reach a given height in a shorter time than
an aircraft with a greater rale of sink, or
will attain a greater maximum; in an extreme case it will be able to remain airborne
when others cannot. Second are the two
factors which govern "penetration," and
\vhich thus govern the use that may be made
of height once it is gained. These are the
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optimum gliding angle, and the speed at
which it is attained; for the flatter the
gliding angle, and the higher the speed at
which this gliding angle is reached, the
further the sailplane can reach from a
given height, and the less it will be affected
by adverse winds. The relative values of
each of these three factors will naturally
vary according to the changes in wind
speed and instability under any particular
set of conditions, so that their exact assessment in proportion to each other is difficult;
however, it is possible to give a fair estimate
of the "competition value" of any sailplane
by multiplying all three together. The factor
thus arrived at has been termed the "Performance Factor" and is shown worked
out for a number of sailplanes and gliders

in column (j) of Fig. I. This factor cannot,
ofcourse, be determined ex,cept by reference
to actual performance tests, such as would
be. impractical for the handicapping committee of any contest, especially if it were
one In which foreign aircraft were expected
to take part; however, there does appear to
be a reasonably close relationship between
the "Performance Factor" and the figure
arrived at in column (e) of Fig. I, which is:
/ all-up weight x (span}2
'\/ wing area x
102

or
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In order to bring out tbis point, the two
values have been plotted, for all the aircraft listed, in graphical form at Fig. 2. It
will be seen that. there is not a very wide
spread, considering the nature of the
ITIe'asurements used in calculating the f.actors plotted; and it is perhaps not without
significance that t.hose typ~s which employ
expensive forms of construction, in particular the Darmstadt D-30, and the twoseaters, are the ones which fall furthest to
the right of the plot, and which would
accordingly suffer most in a handicap
system based upon measurement of this
sort. The oonclusion is that, if a suitable
bonus is granted to two-seaters, then the
factor arrived at in column (e) of Fig. I
would give a reasonable e.stimate of the
performance capabilities of the varying
types, and in Fig. 2. it has accGrdingly been
f~ferred to as the "Rating."
All the measurements requi~ed for
measuring this "Rating" can easily be
c~ecked on the ground on the competitiGn
site. Moreover, they are those which, to a
considerable extent, govern the cost of any
sailplane, for total weight and large span
are ~Imost iliwariably the accompaniment
o~ high cost; weight and span are accordmgly handicapped, whilst the formula

gives encouragement to smaller aircraft
with lower wing-Ioadings; the emphasis is
upon .refinement rather than size,. the same
emphasis which has produced the popular
and large fleets of racing dinghies which
abound on our coasts, rivers and lakes.
Finally, such a system of handicapping, if
once adopted, may reasonably ~ expected
to remain constant for a number of years,
and so to give manufacturers some basis
for planning.
Handicap by "Rating"
Reference to Fig. :2 will show how such
a handicapping system could be operated.
To take a specifi'c example, the rating of the
"Meise" (DFS Olympia) works out at
6.18, the rating of the Weihe at 7.68. If
therefore, these two aircraft were competing
against each other, and the Meise accomplished a flight of 200 miles,. tbe Weihe
would need to go 200 x 7.68 = 248.6 miles
6.18
in order to equal it. Similarly, the Darmstadt 0-30 would need to cover 304 in order
to equal either; using this method, the
aircraft with the lowest rating always
serves as the "standard," and all others
are calculated from it.
Under a system of this sort, there is a
levelling-up between types sufficient to ensure good competition ,between equal pilots
in unevenly matched aircraft, and at the
same time encouragement to manufacturers to deve'lop desirable types of sa,ilplane; it avoids restrictions upon desirable
featllfes of design, which is.a fault inherent
in any system of measurement which
attempts to handicap by measuring aids to
performance, or performance itself. Finally,
it is worth noting that Fig. 2 suggests that
an appropriate bonus for two-seaters, so
that they could compete on even terms with
single seaters, would be a deduction of the
order of 15 % (mm the Rating figure
arrived at in column (e) of Fig. I; it must
be admitted, however, that the four s.a:mpIes shown have too great a spread to make
a very good estimate from these alone.
Now, if this rating system were adopted,
say, as the RG.A. rating system for this
country. there are a num~r of advantages
to be gained. Firstly, inter-dub and interteam matches become possible upon an
agreed basis with pilots using, diverse types
of sailplane; the principle is the same as
that adopted many years ago for rating
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yachts in this country, and now adopted
internationally by the International Yacht
Racing Union, the equivalent of the F.A.I.
SecondlY, the performances of all pilots
may be reduced to some sort of common
standard, a matter of importance when the
selection of teams is necessary. Thirdly,
the Rating may be used to define any
"National" or other one-design or restricted
class, by saying, for example, that such a
class shall be so designed as to have a
rating of, say, seven.
SimpJify Conlests
Finally, there is the question of organising
contests so as to improve the standard of
flying. To a gr.-:at extent the actual holding
of contesls at all is the first, and perhaps
the most effective method of doing this;
any rating .system, therefore, which makes
inter-club and inter-team contests more
ea.sily held ,is bound to contribute to the
same end; Ihe growth of a one-design, or
one-Rating class would contribute further;
and finally there is the tYlle of contest itself
to be considered.
Except in Intemational Contests, in
which there has already been a marked
move towards the set-task type of flying,
such as flights to a set goal, combined with
speed, and so on, the majority of contests
have consisted largely of notifying the
competitors of the marks available for
various forms of activity throughout the
meeting, and leaving them to accumulate
points in the manner which Ihe pilots
select. 11 is doubtful if all the activities indulged in really lead to any advance in
flying technique; for example, it is a long
time since the Jr.ere fact of staying airborne
for along time was regarded as worthy of
marks-it is merely a matter ,of favourable
conditions and the ability to sit still; it
seems likely that other items for which
marks are still customarily awarded should
now be relegated to the same position a.s
plain endurance.
Further, the diverse
methods by which marks may be gained
throw an un.necessary, and certainly
uneconomic, amount of work upon judges
and officials, besides making it di.fficult
both for competitors and public tQ follow
quickly and easily the progress of the contest; these things diminish the tension and
excitement which it should be the aim of all
contests to stimulate. It seems, therefore,
that there are advantages to be gained by
-eliminating marks for the kinds of per-

formance that complicate· marking without
a corresponding contribution to the excitement.
One such kind of performance is height
climbs; for, in fact, the greatest gains in
height are often made under the easiest
conditions of flying, where there are neither
the problems of navigation to consider, nOl"
the complications of instrument flying.
Such gains in height, whilst undoubtedly
proving the performance of an aircraft, do
not necessarily prove the skill of the pilot.
It has already been stated that contests
should place a premium upon pilotirrg
skill, and it is undoubtedly the case that
the higher degree of skill is required, not by
the pilot who is able to reach the greatest
height in one locality, under whal may be
easy conditions, but by the pilot who is
able. in varied and sometime.s di.fficult conditions over a course. to convert his height
continuously into distance and speed.
Covering ground is therefore a mea.sure of
piloting skill to a much greater degree than
mere gain in height, and does in fact include
in itself a measure of the pilot's skill in
gaining and maintaining height. Is there,
then, any advantage in awarding marks for
height? The disadvantages are numerous;
in the first place there is the constant and
never yet solved problem of deciding the
fair proportion of marks to allocate for
height; next there is the expense of barographs, and the vast amount of work connected with their calibration, sealing and
checking, which is continuous throughout
the contest; there is a horde of problems
a.ttendant upon these two, and it would
seem that the time has come, at any rate in
our own contests, when marks for height
by itself could profitably be abolished.
If this is done, there remain distance
flights, out-and-return, goal flights, and
various combinations of these, including
speed. All have two things in common.
namely, that the less the distance that pilots
finish up away from base, the less the
tetrieving costs, and thl;: more that pilots
can be encouraged to follow th~ same track,
the easier things become to organise
watchers at turning points, time-keep::rs,
and officials and ground crews. The most
economical form of contest, a.s well as the
most exciting, might therefore be a series
of out-and-return tasks, retuming to the
same base each time, using varied turnin~
points each day; and giving due regard to
speed. The Germans evolved a successful
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variation of this pattern, in which the contest took the form of a tour of Germany,
with the goal at the end of each day a
different gliding site; thus, in the course
of the meeting, visits were paid en masse to
most of the important' gliding sites, and the
competing sailplanes were seen by the
largest possible number of people. Provided that accommodation problems could
be solved, a contest of this nature offers
many attractions, and in an International
Contest there would be possibilities in a
race, say from Dunstable to Madrid. This
is, perhaps, for (he future; but in the meantime, at home, there seem strong arguments
for simplifying our contests by eliminating
marks for heig.':1t,and thus the need for
barographs, with all their attendant complications. and for more set tasks designed
to cut down retrieving, as well as to add
excitement.
Conclusion
These, then, are the three means by
which it is suggested that the organisation
of soaring contests might meet what is
considered to be their proper aim, namely,

"to involve the greatest number of participants in the most exciting possible
competition, consistent with improving the
breed of sailplanes and the standard of
flying."
FIRST: Evolve a "National" restricted or
one-design class.
SECOND: Adopt a Rating system for sailplanes, with the object of making
possible handicapping on an equitable basis, and at the same time
encouraging the most desirable
types of sailplane.
THlRD: Simplify our contests, and give
more set tasks.
Finally, let it be said that this article is
written in the expectation that it will be
shot at; if so, the writer wilt draw comfort
from the old story of the Editor of the outspoken Western Daily, who, as a bullet
splintered the panelling behind his head,
and he dived under his desk, muttered:
"They may not like it, but at least it shows
they read it"; but as a precaution he signs
himselfDELTA.

----:.1----

Llewllyn H. Barker
regret to record the death of
Llewellyn H. B.arker· in October, following a sudden illness believed to be due
to heart trouble. Mr. Barker came into
prominence dl,lring the few years before
the war, when he owned a Scud III sailplane, in which he did much soaring,
chiefly at the Yorkshire Gliding Club. He
was the 36th British "Silver C" pilot and
No. 860 in the international list.
During J938 he made a number of crosscountry flights in Yorkshire. In J,une that
y~ar he attended the Cambridge Club's
camp in Wiltshire, from which he flew to
Ringwood on the 13th, Gosport on the
15th, and nearly to Dunstable on the 17th.
The last was a most interesting flight,
during which the thermals remained as
good as ever, although the haze got so thick
as to blot out the ground, causing him to
miss his goal at the London Club by three
miles. After the war he sold his Scud, but
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conrinued to be active as Chief Instructor
of the Yorkshire Club.
Mr. B.arker was affectionately known as
''Tough Tom." and more recently as
"Bill." His home was at NOTton-on-Tees
and his job at a chemical works at Billingham. He was an effective controversialist
in the press, and it would be appropriate to
quote from a letter of his to Flight in 1937,
in which he was de-bunking some statements made by another writer and concluded :"Those who wisely t"ke up the grand
pastime of soaring will find that. sailplane
pilots are not distinguished from their
fellows hy skill or wizardry, but by an enthusiasm that, IIntil you catch it yourself,
passes understanding."
Mr. Barker married in 1949. We would
like to extend our sympathies to his widow
on behalf of all readers of GLIDING.
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ANew Basic Trainer
by G. O. Smith
T the time the Rip van Winkle British
A
Gliding movement woke up to the
facl that eJementary training was best
carried out in two-seater machines, the
Slingsby "Sedbergh" was the only twoseater available in any numbers, so somewhat naturally it was hailed as the ideal
machine for the job.
Let us, however, enumerate the requirements of a sound basic trainer and see
whether we cannot improve upon the
Sedbergh:1. C05T.-Botb capital and maintenance
costs should be low. There is no necessity
for "high performance" costs.
2. HANOLlNG.-The controls should be
well bal.anced and the handling characteristics generally similar to those of the
type likely to be -encountered next.
3. PERFORMANCE.-Should be as similar
as possible to that of the next machine
the pupil will fly. It is neither necessary
nor desirable to train in a high-performance machine.
4. GENERAL LAy-oUT.-opinion varies
more here. Personally I would plump
every time for the Tandem arrangement,
where the pupil gets the right outlook
and the right "feel" from the start. The
old argument that with side-by-side
seating "you can talk comfortably to your
pupil" cuts no ice with me. I think the
instructor almost always talks too much
anyway.
It will be seen, therefore, that although
elen:cntary training can of course be carried
out satisfactorily in the Sedbergh. this
machine (excellent though it is in many
ways) can scarcely claim to be the ideal
basic trainer.
With. J presume, some such thoughts in
mind, Slingsby Sailplanes Ltd. have produced the T-31 basic trainer, which is
virtually a tandem two-seater Tutor. The
wings and tail surfaces are actually interchangeable with those of the Tutor, while
a longer fuselage places one cockpit under
the wing and one forward of it.
The Prototype T-31 has now been flying
for some time with the Derbyshire and
Lancashire Club, and in addition to carrying out the officia'l A.R.B. type tests, quite

a number of pupils have been trained up
to "solo circuit" stage in it. Our opinions
of it, therefore, are not of the kind sained
by one afternoon's flying, but are stabilised
and considered opinions based on months
of actual use.
Taking the various points to be considered in the order of our basic requirements, we have:I. CosT.-I understand the cost of the
T-31, ex works, is to be £500, which compares very favourably in a club budget with
the corres~nding figure of £875 for a
Sedbergh. Furthermore, the simple construction of the Tutor wing, and, for that
matter, of the new fuselage as well, should
reduce maintenance costs to a minimum;
while interchangeability of wings and tail
surfaces with the Tutor wiIt reduce "long
term" maintenance costs and increase
serviceability.
2. HANDLlNG.-As would be expected.
the handling of the T-31 in the air is very
similar to that of the Tutor; and this I consider a major advantage, since it is more
than likely that the Tutor will be the first
machine the pupil flies solo. Actually, we
aFe still using a Cadet for first solos, more
for econorric than technical reasons, and a
"conversion course" from T-3l to Cadet
usually consist~ of one flight in the T-31 On
the front hook, to demonstrate the pun
required on the launch (T-3! extremes are:
8 lb. pull on front hook with e.G. forward,
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and :tero on rear hook with C.G. a.ft), and
one straight hop to lOO ft. or so in the Cadet
to get the slightly different "feeL" In
ground handling, also, the T-31 has advan-.
tages over a larger and heavi.er machine, in
that it (an be packed into a crowded hangar
along with the solo machines without any
special privilege of place.
3. PERFORMANCE.-I am certain.ly not
going to start a controyersy by quoting any
performance figures, either estimated, measured, hoped for, dreamed of. or merely
guessed at. However, I have noticed th.-:J.t
on hill-soaring d:lYs the T-31 with two up
is on average a little below the Tutor and a
little above the Cadet.
At anything
approaching full load (incidentally you can
have l5-t stone in each cockpit without
exceeding either load or e.G. limitations)
the stall is naturally at appreciably higher
speed than on the Tutor, and in fact occurs
at 38 m.p.h. at full load. This. however,
is no disadvantage, as it gives the pupil an
added margin of safety when he transfers
to the Tutor. Like the Tutor, the T-31
performance falls off fairly rapidly with
increasing speed, but this again is a "good
fault" as the penalty for a few extra knots
on the approach is not serious, and a wider
margin is available withill which the pupil
can be allowed to make his own mistakes
without interference.
4. GENERAL LAy-oUT.-This still remains a matter of opinion, and in this
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resp::ct we cannot daim to have proved
anything one way or the other by our successful operation of the T-3 I. However, our
experience with. it has confirmed rather
than shaken my opinion that the tandem
arrangement is best for training; and I have
every confidence that this machine will
more than earn its keep as a basic trainer.
Prospective users may also be interested
in the following facts and figures:
Span: 43ft. 3}ins.length: 23ft. 4 3/16ins.
Height: 5ft. 3ins. Empty weight: 3981ba.
Maximum load: 4321bs. (108% of the
strll':'Ture weight. How many aircrait
can boast this?).
e.G. limits from 15ins. to 21.5ins. aft of
the wi"g leading·edge. The significance of
the wt'ight and e.G. limits is that up to 12
stone can fly solo in the: front cockpit
without any ballast in the rear, while up to
15-} stone can fly so[o with suitable balla~t.
With the e.G. anywhere aft of the midposition the aircraft can be flown quite
comfortably "hands off," but with the
e.G. fully forward it is fairly nose-heavy;
the "hands off" speed being 79 m.p.h.,
while The pull required to maintain it normal speed of, say, 45 m.p.h. is 4 lb. This
figure sounds high, but in practice it seems
just not excessive. It would, I think, be an
interesting e}(periment, although. it is by no
means essential, to fit an adjustable spring
bias in the elevator circuit.
Lateral control is excellent, the change
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from a 45° turn in o:'.~ direction to· a 45°
turn in tne other being effected in only
75 % of the maximum time allowed by the
current A.R.B. formula for this manoeuvre.
The sideslip characteristics "lire a little unusual, in that, at maximum steady sideslip.
you have 40° of yaw, no bank. and neutral
ailerons. I think this is because the very
high "parasol" wing places the C.P. of the
fuselage unusually far below the C.P. of
the wing, but I have no doubt the experts
will think of some far more complicated
reason. Although surprising at first glance.
I am not sure this characteristic is so unusual after all. Unless for a specifi:: test.
very few pilots use maximum steady slip.
A sideslip is a manoeuvre which. when

required at all, is required quickly but
probably for a short time only. and the
majority 01' sideslips used in practice are
carried out at a steeper aflgle than could
be held as a steady condition, without
turning.
The stall is quite innocuous at all conditions; in fact, at full load it is quite an
"exercise" to stall at all, full aileron control
being maintained meanwhile. At lighter
loads and with the CG. aft. the stall
becomes more normal, but recovery is
always both simple and immediate. It is
almost inconceivable to spin inadvertently.
and the most we have succeeded in doing
is li turns even when trying-this with
C.G. fully aft.

First British Gliding School

accompanying photograph. taken in
T
been sent by Captain F.
1923.
Warren Merriam. and shows some members
HE

has

of the gliding school which he started in
that year. Captain Merriam is standing in
front of the nose of the machine; on his
right is the Hon. Secretary. Mr. John Smith,
and on his left is his eldest son. whom he
trained later to fly gliders and aeroplanes.
Behind him is his wife. who. he claims. was

the first girl to fly by moonlight when he
took her up in an aeroplane in 1912.
The school was founded at Whiteley
Bank. Isle of Wight. where this photograph
was taken. The glider is the one entered by
Captain Merriam for the first British
Gliding Contest at Itford in October. 1922.
It crashed on its first bunjy launch, but
Antony Fokker lent Capt. Merriarn his
single-seater biplane to fly instead. The

original glider was later rebuilt with various
modifications for use at the ~chool; an extra
seat was fitted, and the wings raised slightly
to give the pilot and pupil a better view for
landing. Cap!. Merriam claims that it was
the first glider to be fitted with dua Icontrols.
Unfortunately the school came before

its time, and had to close down for lack of
support; an attempt to obtain cadets from
the Air League fell through, having
evidently been made just J 6 years too soon.
On the revival of British gliding in 1930,
Capt. Merriam formed an "Isle of Wight
Gliding Club."

Yugoslav National Contests
Yugoslavia the Annual Contests for
Imodel
soaring, power flying, parachuting and
aircraft are combined into one big
N

event. This year's Third Federal Aeronautical Contest was held from 2nd to 12th
July at Ruma, north of the Danube and
35 miles W.N.W. of Belgrade.
Six national records were beaten during
the soaring contests; three of them were
(subject to official confirmation) also international records for amphibian gliders. The
'best flights were made by 23 pilots flying
six Weihes, nine Kranichs, four OrJiks,
two Triglavs, one Udarnik and one Iadran
sea-g Iider.
The free goal-flight competition on 4th
July rcsulted in two goal-flights of 73 miles
to Vrshaz and sev<"n to Panchevo (33.6
miles). The free distance-flight event on
5th July resulted in two flights of 355 km.
(221 miles) to Skoplie, Macedonia, in
Weihes, the first by Saravich Alexa..der
and the second by Bow Komaz, of Vrchaz.
The latter reached 4,600 m. (15,092 ft.),
which was a new national record.
TV3n
Undriiashevich,
of Spalato
Dalmatia, establi~ht'd two rational records
for a goal-flight of 158.4 m iks to Voochiirn
and at the same time gained 6,759 ft. Onthe
same day other fl ights were made to Zrze,
on the Albanian border (184 miles),
Prishtina (172 mL), Lescovuz (171 mi.),
Poduievo (157 mi.) two to N ish (152 mi.)
and Kosovska Mitroviza (l50 miles).
On the 9th July a speed/goal-flight contest
was held to Runkovicheo (154.5 km.=
96 miles). There were seven entrants and
the winner was Alexander, in a Weihe, at
67.8 km/h. (42 m.p.h.). On the next day
there was a lOO-km (62-mile) triangular
flight competition from Ruma-Novi
Slankamcn -Dobanoyci-Ruma.
Nine

competitors entered and the best speed was
attained by Alexander at 52.9 km/h. (33
m.p.h.), again in a Weihe.
The winner of the whole contcst was
Saravich Alexander with 486.1 points;
second was Komaz Bo£idar (Vrshaz) with
416.1 points, and third Dimitrovski Slavko
.(Skoplie) with 390.5 points. A 11 flew Weihes.
The best team was the Federal Soaring
Centre Team from Vrshaz, Serbia.
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Radio for Sailplanes
by K. E. Machin, M.A.
Co-ordinator of Radio, B.G.A. Research Co:n;nittee
Scope of the Report
T is i~tended i~ this report to give not only
the information reque~ed by Council,
but also to review briefly the past negotiations with the General Post Office and
Ministry of Civil Aviation.

I

Past Negotiations
On 2nd January, 1947 the G.P.O.
authorised the B.G.A. and its Member
Clubs to use, subject to certain restrictions,
the frequency of 8511 Kc/s.. for ground-toground communication. This frequency
fell within the rang,e of W.S. No. 38, supplies of which were o1;ltained by the B.G.A.
tor Clubs ffom the Ministry of Supply. The
use of this frequency waS to cease at the end
()f 1947, and was to be replaced by a permanent allocation near 130 Mc/s.
As a result of representations made by
the Cambridge University Gliding <;Iub, a
Meeting of representatives of B.G.A.,
M_C.A. and G.P.O. on 11 rh December,
1947, agreed to' extend the use of 8511
Kc/s. for six months, to give time for the
.development of equipment for the 130
Mc/s. band, where it was now intended that
the permanent allocation should lie. Furthcr" it was agFecd to allow the Cambridge
Club to ,experiment with airborne sets on
8511 Kc/s.
Experiments confirmed the previous
()pinion that the W.S. 38 was of no use for
ground-to-air and airfield communication,
as its stability was very poor, and it re<juired accurate tuning. The shock of landing would alter the tuning sufficiently to
make signab unreadable, as did the usual
amount of rough handl,ing experienced.
It was realised that the move to the
V.H.F. band, although inconvenient, was
inevitable. The G.P.O. was bound by International Convention to place aircrlift RfT
in this band; in addition, only there can
the operation of radio equipment by unskilled personnel take place without interference with other services. The disadvantages of the V.H.F. allocation induded
non-availability of suitable components and
the relatively short range possible.
Efforts were then directed to getting the

use of radio as free from restnetJons as
possible. The G.P.O. annoWlced on 6th
July, 1948, that 131.9 Mc/s. was to be the
allotted frequency, and after considerable
correspondence, the following concessions
were made by the G.P.O. and M.C.A. :
I. No licences were necessary for operators
or technicians (23rd November, 1948).
2. Ground stations may operate mobile, in
cars (3rd March, 1950).
3. The inspection of radio installations in
gliders is a matter for :a.G.A. approved
inspectors, and not the M.CA. (June,
1950).
4. The airoorne sets need not have full Air
Registration Board approval, but need
only comply with a reduced (and very
reasonable) specification for glider radios
(17th Jelly, 1950).
At the moment" it is necess.ary for individual types of set to receive M.C.A. approval for glider use, but it is more or less
automatic if they are already approved by
the G.P.O,
Throughout all th.e negotiations, the
G.P.O. and M.C.A. were always eventually
very helpful and co-ope r'<lt ive, although
usually after an unconscionable delay.
Summary of the present Regulations
I. The frequency to be used is 131.9 Mc/s.
2. The maximum power to the final valve
is 5 watts.
3. The ground station(s) may be operated
mobile, i.e. in a car.
4. No operators' licences are necessary.
5. The airborne set shall be approved by
M.CA.
6. Fees payable to the G.P.O. are £5 per
ground station, and 5/- per ,airborne
station.
7. The G.P.O. may insp::ct the stations.
The procedure recommended for taking
out a licence is as follow.s:-Notify M.C.A.
that an application for a licenoe will be
made, giving details of the set to be used in
the aircraft, and ask them to inform the
G.P.O.
Overseas
Telecommunications
Branch that they approve the use of this
set, and that theydo not require to inspect
the installation. Then submit an ap,plication
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10 the G.P.O. Overseas Telecommunica-

tions Branch, London, E.CI, enclosing the
neceSSaIY fee. The call-signs to be used
will be allotted by M.CA.
At th.e m omeJU, negotiations are taking
place with M.CA. to simplify the procedure.
and it is hop~d to b:: able in future to deal
solely with the G.P.O.
Equjpment filr Sailplane Radio
When 131.9 Mc/s. was allocated, it was
realised that at that time no transmitterreceiver for this band using battery valves
had ever been made. Accordingly a specification for a set, suitable for glider use, was
drawn up and circularised to a few firms,
asking them :if they prop(Y.)ed to make <l1lYthing suitable. Only one was interested,
but required a guarantee that 50 sets would
be bought, at about £100 each.
Correspondence with Clubs indicated
that only four people were prepared lO
undertake .development of a suitable set.
Work was started on a re<;eiver by the
C'lmbridge Club, and Imperial College
Club undertook the transmitter.
Work
progressed somewhat, but was later suspended through lack of time, and also
because M.CA. app.roval of the sets were
necessary. Carrying out the required type
approval tests would have involved considerable expense.
A set built by MarooJ1li's Cor an emtirely
different purpose became available, and
with the co-operation of the Company
tests were carried out at Cambri(\ge to
establish the suitability of the set for gliding
purposes. Further tests c.arried oui <during
a hill-soaring camp confirmed the usefulness of the set, which costs £65.
Recently, information has become available about a smaller and cheaper set by
Nav-Rad Ltd., which is almost ready for
production. The set weighs 5 lbs. and
measures 6} x6 x 6ins. (cf. the MarconiH.19,
)2: Ibs., 8 x 9} X g ins.) and will cost aoout
£>5. Artangements are in hand to put the
prototype through the same tests as the
R19, as soon as it is fully developed.
It may be ,of interest 10 mention the
types of set which have been used ab~oad.
In both Australia and the D.S.A. sllccessful
use has been made of radio as an aid to
retrieving, and its use has become very
popular with pilots and ground crews. In
both cases, however, tlue sets operate in
the H.F. bamd, witlu the result that they
can be very much smaller, simpler, cheaper

and lighter, and have a range which is
limited only by the transmitter power,
instead of by the <:urvature of the earth as
is the case for V.H.F. radio. The reason
why' in these countries operation in the
H.F. band is ))ermitted may be twofold.
Firstly, the st.ations may be ,operated as
amateur radio stations, in an amateur
band. This was certainly true of early ,experiments by the Australians, and may
still be the case. Such operation is not
allowed by the British regulations. Secondly, the International agreement di~ided the
world into zones for the purposes of frequency allocation, and it is possible that,
in the zones in which Australia and the
U:S.A. lie, aircraft R1T is permitted in the
H.F. band.
It is possible of course, tb.'!t these countries are still operating on early allocations,
and that when the decisions ,of the International Conference are fully implemented,
glider radio may even there have to move
to the V.H.F. bands.
Installation of Radio
The Marconi R 19 is a little too large to
go through the door of an Olympia barograph compartment, though it would stow
there conveniently. Installation is simple
in a Kranich or Weihe. The Nav-Rad set
should be mot much larger than a barograph, and will pr.esemt no difficulties, The
Marconi set requires slight modifications
to allow of remote switching,..,..and aerial
mounting. These facilities will·be provided
for in the Nav-Rad set. Although in the
tests an external whip aerial about 20 ins.
long was used, it is quite feasible to mount
an aerial inside a wood~n fuselage.
It
could convel;liently be T-shaped. the horizontal part being 40 ins. long, and the
vertical rod 20 ins. long. } in. diameter
dural tubing would be quite suitable for
the rods.
In general, it is not essential to shockmount the sets, though if it is convenient
to do it, v.alve life may be increased. The
installation of the set should be perfectly
straightforward to an approved ground
engineer.
It is hoped after testing the Nav-Rad
set, and when the licensing position is more
logical, to incorpo.rate such information as
licimsing regulations and pJooedure, hints
on installation, construction of aerials and
modifications to tlue S.C.R. 522, etc.• in an
article for GLIDING, and into an R.T.P.
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Foehn Wave Exploration tn a Klemnl
by O. WaIter Neumark
No.2lst November, 1?50, [was at Ifl!lSbruck wIth a medIUm Fohn blowmg
O
above a shallow pool of valley cold-air
reaching to about 900 ft. above ground
level. The C.F.L declared that one couId
not reach the slope in a sailplane under
these conditions, and would not try, so I
reluctantly took the Klemm 35B with Dr.
Hohenleitner (a judge, and the oldest folm
wave soarer of Innsbruck) as a passenger
in front. At 300 metres J joined the slope
and slope-soared well in front of the ridge
to 1700 metres, made a few cross-sections
from slope to the bottom wave (abollt
2·3 km. upwind with a downcurrent in
most places between slope and wave) and
climbed in the wave at half throttle setting
with progressively weak mixture to 18,000
ft. above sea level, reached 60 minutes
after take-off. In spite of my silk and
woollen gloves and stockings, my feet and
fingers were so cold that I decided that it
was essential to land immediately to retain
some control over my limbs for landing.
With height the wave lift progressed forwards; maximum rate of climb was 3,600
ft. in 6 minutes from J 1,500 t'O 15,100 ft.
Then we did some more traversing, found
steady lift up to and at 18,000 ft. a.m.s.1.
(height of airfield 1920 ft. a.m.s.l.). The
normal ceiling of this Klemm is about
10-1 1,000 fL with nearly full throttle. For
a rapid descent I flew forward into the
downdraught and throttled back, occaRate of
sionally warming the engine.
descent was 12,100 ft. in 5 minutes.
When in the circuit, I was most alarmed
when J saw the windsock fully extended
and rapidly fluctuating from 180 0 , 010°,
180°, 000°, 200°, 0000,' 200°, etc. Apparently the cold air pool had got very shallow
and the fchn was really stirring up nodal
waves. The grass strip is parallel to the
runway 090°/270", and a high-speed approa(h and wheeled gentle landing was
accomplished (by chance) just al the right
moment when the valley cold-air pool had
one of its nodal periods.
On the following day the C.F.T. was
again reluctant to take Ollt sailplanes,

because he thought that one could not
winch through the cold air pool into the
fbhn wind; so I again took the Klemm 35
with .3 passenger in front. I spent some
time slope-soaring with fully closed throttle·
at about 7-8,000 ft. and had to put up the.
speed to ISO km/h. to remain underneath

orographic cloud enveloping the peaks.
Then 1 made several cross-section flights to
the wave and rose to 16,500 ft. a.m.s.1.
This time the wave lift moved back to
exactly above the ridge. When flying in a
second wave .I noted straight horizontal
bands of iridescence on the trailing edge of
a lenticular, exactly as with soap films.
After descending, l' Rew out over the
valley into an area of intense turbulenceevidently a rotor, which was marked by
Cu, but not clearly in the shape of a rotor
similar to the well-known photographs of
Kiittne(.
The behaviour of the windsock was even
more alarming than on the previo·us day.
A normal approach was made at 140 km/h.
with a perfect 3-pointer (no bounce), when
a fobn gust lifted the aircraft to abollt 50 ft.
Throttle was opened gently and the aircraft was smoothly landed with another
gentle 3-pointer and stopped.
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Although this shallow bath-water nodal
wave effect had been visualised before I
ever went to Innsbruck, this was the first
time I had experienced it, and the natives
claimed that it was very rare at the site of
the new airfield at Kranebitten; it was common at the old airfield directly opposite
the mouth of the BreJmer valley.
Unfortunately the C.F.T. now claimed
that conditions were far too rough for
winching and landing sailplanes and did
two test flights himself. Judging by his
behaviour on the c.able and during allproach and touch down, he was probably
right.
1 only made two landings and both happened to be nearly perfect, although.I fly
very little. I will venture to comment. The
main danger is psychological; the windsock
really behaves like something out of a night-

mare-90° cross-wind from the left then:
90° cross-wind from the right. I aid not
time the peri,od, unfortunately, but believe
that it was about two minutes. In an aircraft or sailplane requiring a short landing·
run, it should therefore be feasible to t1yabout
50 fl. above the ground until one gus'. hi's,
you, to pull up On it and glide down and
touch down in the lull before the reverse
gust comes in. The gusts feel entirely different from those exp::rienced wheR really
strong thermals come off the runway during
approaches on a hot day, due mainly to'
the strong cross-wind components. In the
circuit at about 600 fl. (so low in order to'
watch the alarming windsock more closely),
I experienced the most violent down which
I have ever met-I was really'thankful that
the harness straps managed to take the
strain.

Diagram of Standing Waves in South Foehn over Innsbruck region, from Prof. W. Georgii's:
"Les Bases Meteorologiques du Vol a Voile." The hollow full of arrows is the Inn
Valley. I: Local Waves. U and 111: Great Foehn Waves. Note that the latter are displaced
up-wind at increasing heights. The 18,OOO·foot level reached by Mr. Neumark corresponds
to 5.5 kilometres.
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History of the "Cosim" V ariometer
by A. Louis Slater
how many present-day sailplane
pilots would blithely s.et out on ct,oss1.country
flights and cover considerable disWONDER

tances without the use of a variometer?
Yet, during th": 1920's when Kronfeld,
Wolf Hirth and other famous Gennan
sailf\yers were making soariJIg history,
many of the extraordinary 'soaring and
·cross-country flights were done without the
use of (according to' present-day standards)
1his indispensable instrument.
It was probably nearer 1930 when an in,strument showing direct rate of ascent or
·descent first came into use. Robert Kronfeld in his book on Gliding and Soaring
makes no mention of such an instrument,
but on page 311 t.here is a brief reference to
the need for an instrument which would
indicate the entrance of a glider into a layer
.of warmer air.
In England round about 1933 several
ingenious devices for indiC<lting rates of
.ascent or descent were evO'lved, amongst
them being David Dent's curious arrangement of glass tubes fiUed wit.h balanced
proportions of non-mixing colourless and
red phenol. There was also Fred Coleman's
-soap bubble tubes and R. G. Robertson's
elaboration of Dent's glass tube and phenol
device which worked very well, I'n fact,
both Robertson and I go! our "Silver Cs"
-with the use of this instrument. I also
ruined a pair of socks through phenol
-dripping out of the atmospheric vent one
-very gusty bumpy day. A little later on,
Eric Collins designed and had made a very
neat little instrument with a dial face
rather like the charge and discharge ammeters On the dashboards of mOtor cars.
All these va'l'iometers, wheth~r of the
sensitive capsule type or the liquid type,
n'ld a fixed leak in th": form of a piece Of
glass capilliary tube. One could, by making
the leak small, have a very sensitive instrument, but only at the expense of increased
lagand vice versa. Some variometers were,
,and still are for that matter, fitted with two
leaks, fine and coarse, controlled by a two-way cock operated by the pilot.
The answer, therefore, was to design an
instrument in which the leak automatically
.adjusted itself to the correct size for any

rate of climb or descent, and in 1936, after
much thought and many experiments, the
forerunner of the present "Cosim"was
evolved. This was a joint effort on the part
of R. B. Cobb and myself and was on the
verY simple principle of two tubes in which
are moved, by the air .f1owing Qut of or into
a vacuum flask, small indi~ators~green for
ascent, red for descent. In those days. however, the tubes had taper bores and very
tiny hollow balls as indicators. The size
of the instrument face was 3 ins. high by
.~ in. wide, and the bores were I / 16 in. at
their minimum diameter. The balls, hollow
and coloured inside, were machined out of
perspex and the wall thickness was O.Q(}5
in. The instrument was purposely kept
small, as it had to fit in any odd place On
the somewhat cramped and tiny instrument
panels of those days, when A.S.J's an<l
altimeters measured about 5 inches across
the dials.
Th.e fi'fst recorded Right made with one
of these little instruments was by Gerry
Smith, who took the Golden Wren from
Camphill across the border to Ruabon in
Wales, thus completing his "Silver C," on
28th Sep~ember, 1936.
We decided to put this instrument on the
market, and it must have filled a very
definite need, judging by the reported flights
made with its use and the letters of appreciation we received. Wolf Hirth took one
back to Germany after his visit to our
National. Competitions at Camphill in
1937, congratulating us on a fine achievement, and so we were encouraged to go on.
Since the war, cockpits are in general
more roomy, and instrument pallels, in
addition to being largef, are usually much
further from the pilot's eyes. In consequence the "Cosim" Variometer has lx:en
increased in size both to ease production
difficulties and to be more easily read. The
taper tubes have been superseded by parallel bore tubes, the leak being taken care of
by machining a t'lper slot up the back of
each bore, a:nd the hollow baILs replaced
by piSIOllS.
From 1946 onwards we have supp\,ied
many hundreds of"Cos.im" VaEiometers, and
these have gom: to all. parrs of the world.
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The 1950 W orId Championships
and what we are doing about it

by Philip Wills
HE biennial reports on the International
T
Contest (hencefortn to be called World
Champio.nships) must continue to take the
form of an attempted analysis of why we
did not do better, and suggestions ·as to
how we can improve our performance next
time. But enough has happened since' we
came back from Orebro to awake in at
least one heart a flutter of wild hope that
at last we have turned the corner-that at
last enough people are sufficiently keen to
see us do better next time, and that Some of
the necessary steps to that end will be
taken.
Team SelectiOl),.~Several steps have now
been taken to ove.l'come this difficult problem next time. The form of future· National
Contests has been materially. altered, ahd a
system of week-end Club Matches has been
worked out which, if it is a success, will go
very far both to get our pot~ntial first·line
pilots into practice and to enable their
relative abilities more easily to be judged.
Equipment.-The outstanding feature of
our equipment was, of course, that three of
our four machines were Weihes. a 1937
German design, whilst the fourth wa.s a
15 metre. The Weihe was, of course, easily
the favourite machine at Orebro and was
flown into first and second place by Sweden
and the U.S.A., but clearly it js time that the
gliding nations of the world produced
something to beat it.
In this c'ountry, we have at least two
first-line candidates for the 1952 World
Champion~bips-the Slingsby T.34 singleseater and the Miles-KendaIl two-seater
project. If we are seriously to go out for
top honours, however, we musr pay much
more attention to detail. Paul MaeCready
had, on his Weihe, suppressed the pitot!lead, closed the aileron-gaps with alu:ninlum strips, taped up wing-root and other
gaps, and had a very fine smooth finish. On
a test, he achieved a maximum gliding
angle of r in 31~ertainly 5% and possibly
10% better than my machine. I couldn't
afford to give away 10% like that. On this
one count alone, with 10% better p;:netra-

tion I should have made the goal race to
Norrki:lping, which would have brought
my final placing UJ!) by anything from four
to seven J!)laces.
Tuming to other equipment, as Pirat
Gehriger has since remarked, the World
Gliding ChampionshiJ!) must in fact be
regarded as a combined sailplane and car
race. The retrieving team and its equipment
are almost as important as the sailplane
and its pilot. tn six flying days at Orebro
1 wenty-nine aircraft flew a total straightline distance in excess of 18,000 miles-an
a~eraKe of over 100 miles per day per
machine.
Retrieving crews therefore
covered about 50,000 miles, excluding
getting to and from the Contests.
It is therefore essential to have a large
and absolutely retiable towing car, big
enough to arrange a bed in the back for the
pilot to sleep in. The Swedes had large
lorries with a complete bunk, armchairs,
and a wireless station. Crew fatigue also
leads to road accidents, which of course
can damage a pilot's chances just .as much
as air mishaps.
We had a lot of car trouble with our
mixed fleet. John Sowery's 1926 Bentley
was a magnificent warhorse, gave no
mechanical trouble, and attracted much
delighted attention; but Lorne Welch
could get no sleep or rest ,in an open fourseater.
As regards instrumentation, it is in~
creasingly im.portant to a;::hieve a reliable
Gar/aircraft radio set, mainly to shorten
retrieving times and hence 'lessen fatigue,
but also to help brief .the pilot from the
ground. Nilsson ant:! MacCready both
had such sets; Forbes had a prototype
which was not yet satisfactory.
The RG.A. Research Committee have
been working on this problem for some
time and an article on the latest position
appears elsewhere in this issue.
For blind-flyin-g, about half the comp~titors relied on the simple turn-andbank indicator, which the writer believes
entirely adequate, providing some means
of de-icing of the pi tot-head is available.
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I had a prototype pitot-head electrically
heated from three six-volt dry batteries.
The anl.y good ice I met with was on the
day before the Contests started. In a cu.
-nim. on this day I climbed through th.e
icing layer, waited until my A.S.. L went
out, and switched on.. Within forty seconds
the icicle blew off, the A.S.1. returned, I
switched off and continued to climb without
further reCUrrence. As I had hoped, for
sailplane use a thermal de-icer has only to
work for a v~ry short time and only once
on most climbs. Mine takes 0.9 amps at
14 volts on discharge, so that a set of dry
batteries will last a considerable time 011
40-second bursts.
Pilatage.-Again, of course, our main
deficiency. What can be done?
The largest short-range factor which
brought us out lower than we ought to have
been was, in my view. lack of practice. No
member of the British team had during
1950 done more than a few hours' crosscountry flying over the kindly fields (le
England. In the sterner countryside of
'Sweuen, without absolute confid~nce that
one could land safely in a maximum field
of 100 yards with poor approaches, one
could not fly to form. I do not mean by
this that we had anyone in our team who"
with a little more practice, would have
outflown Nilsson, but I am absolutely certain that most or all of us, due to lack of
practice, were for the fir~t few days flying
below form. It is absolutely essential that
when we next compete our team gets at
least a week's, preferably a forrnigh.t's,
intensive flying in the country of the
contests.
But the main, background, strategic factor is, of course, our whole attitude over
here to the-sport, which as r have said
above I 'da believe is at last beginning to
change. And the best straw shOWing which
way this wind is blowing is the general
demand after our Nationals this year that
in future Contests we should go in for task
flying. The B.G.A. now hope to reshape
future contests on lines calculated both to
show up our best pilots and to improve
our pilotage standards as rapidly as possible
Firstly, it is alVeed to call our future
(i;onte&ts the National Championships.
This may sound like an altemative name
for a rose'; but it is more fundamental than
that.
The Championships will be run in three

separate cla$ses-Club Team Championship, Individual Championship and Open
Team Championship.
Once again the thanks of the Gliding
movement are due to Lord Kemsley, who
is giving us a magnificent Trophy 10 be
awarded annually to the Champion Club
team. The Londonderry Cup will in future
be awarded to the Jndividual Champion;
and the L.du Garde Peach Trophy to the
Champion Open team. Aspirants t<> the
British International Team will be pressed
to enter in the Individual Championship,
and their performance therein will be given
due weight by the Selection Comminee.
Secondly, task-flying will be the order of
future contests, which should both increase
the value to pilots and reduce the .cost of
retrieving.
The two most remarkable things from
the pilotage point of view at Orebro were
Nilsson's ability nearly every day to
remain airborne up to an hour longer in
the evening than anyone else; and secondly,
Paul MacCready's ability to best everyone
else by a large margin in speed-f1yin~.
Nilsson's tecllnique r do not knowpossibly he achieved it by great experience
of sailflying over his own country, but if so
one would have expected the other Swedish
pilots to show comparable results.
MacCready's speed was achieved partly
by a great application of best cruising-speed
technique.
He calculates to a hair's
breadth the performance of his machine,
and the best speeds to fly at in different
thermal and wind conditions.
The intensity of his approach to every
aspect of the art is remarkable' and the
results he achieves spring from this, allied
to an exception"l natural ability.
Ru·les.-The rules Were excellent, but one
or two changes were suggested for the
future. With pilots of interflational calibre,
the organisers commonly underestimate
the high level of ability. Flying was only
permitted on good-weather days, and the
number of contest days wc,s laid down as a
minimum of four and a. max.imum of six.
This max.imum was too low. In eleven
days' ideal weather~ the ideal distribution of
flying/rest days would be 2-1-2-1-2-1-2, so
that a maximum of at least eight days
should be catered for, whilst if out-andreturn flying, and straight-line or ev~n dogleg races were included, with less retrieving,
it might be nin-=: days. S,ix days me~nt that
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a single stroke of bad luck, such as. occu rred
to Tage LOf on the first day, could not be
retrieved.
A second point was that, by general consent, the double: penalty for missing a
declared goal-the loss of the 20 % bonus
and Qf the distance by only scoring on the
projection of the actual landing point on to
the qeclared goal line of flight-was too
severe, as so much depended on the luck
of the weather.
.
Thirdly, the rule that two-seaters could
only be entered with one oocupant was
thought retrograde. Great importance is
attached tQ the future development of two·
seaters, and the advantages and disadvanc
tages from the point of view of contest
flying were thought to cancel out.
As a matter of fact, the writer can see
little wrong with oyr own simple system of
scoring in our Nationals this year, except
that a "daily factor" is an 'essential
addition.
Organisation.-The
organisation
at
Otebro was simply flawless and contributed
largely to the absolutely remarkable
standard of good-humoured sportsmanship
which prevailed throughout. Such a high

standard sets a difficult problem of emulation for the next holding country.
1952 World Cbampionsbips.-lt has now
been definitely decided not to include
Gliding in the 1952 Olympic Games in
Finland, and the F.A.1. will shortly be
writing to all National Aero Clubs inviting
offers to hold the 1952 World Championships. This has become an event of som.e
international importance and we are now
therefore seriously considering whether we
should attempt fO offer.
There is no doubt that the remarkable
demonstration of the potentialities of
soaring which these contests stage gives a
very valuable boost to gliding in the holding
country, and in Great Britain the holding
ofa suocessful World Championship would
certainly produce important results.
On the other hand, mllch damage would
be done if the Contest was held here and
not run well, and its organisation is a very
big task indeed. The decision as to which
count-ry's offer will be accepted must be
made about FebruaJ:)' this year, as most
countries, certainly our own, would have to
hold a practice contest On the same lines in
1951.

---.1---

Goal Flight from Dunstable to Coltishall
by Lawrence W right
circle drawn about Dunstable
cuts the Norfolk coast to leave a sector
A
about 50 miles wide by 13 miles at its
lOO-MILE

deepest. North of the Wash, the circle cuts
the coast again above Skegness, a very
northerly goal.
In the Norfolk sector,
R.A.F. Coltishall is the furthest active
airfield, 101 miles -from the London Gliding
Club.
By declaring for some. lonely beach
between Yarmouth and Cromer at low tide,
the distance could be stretched to about
113 mi~s: it did not seem worth it, and I
chose the comforts of Col't.ishall. As usual
I drew a track on tne "half-million" map,
marked out four-mile dimensions each
representing a loss of height of 1,000 feet,

and gavo a little preliminary armchairmanship io the matter.
I have no idea what the promised weather
situation was on 1st August. I go by Greig's
dictum: "You've got to be .in the air when
the right time comes. It's no use being on
the road to the club, or rigging. You've got
to be in the ail'." So I got a,irborne at
10.20 hours, with the wind light S.W. and
the sky uncertain.
In the first hour my best effort was
2,400 feet in weak thermal. (All heights
above take-off point, which is 500 -feet
above mean sea level). In the second hour,
There were alternating
only 2,000 feet.
periods of high overcast, brief convection
and clear blue sky. After two hour's work I
was scraping the hill, with the sock. drooping
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miserably. The uninsured club machines
landed in turn and left me the hill to myself.
The Jeep started up to retrieve me, but
upwind I could see a hundred square miles
of cumulus creeping nearer, and r scraped
on. After half an hour of this, thermals
restarted, and having lost the first at 1,800
feet I worked the second up to 3,500 feet.
I judged that if I went downwind too
soon I wouJd overtake the poor conditions
that had just passed, so decided to hang
about awhile over Luton, with one foot in
the airfield there. By 13.20 hours I had
reached 4,000 feet and cloudbase over the
Vauxhall works. Average ground speed for
the first three hours, not quite three miles
an hour. At this rate I might do my 101
miles by Wednesday night. The clouds
downwind now looked better, and 1 set
course for Cambridge, where I would be
back on track after the diversion to l.uton.
For the next forty minutes r kept easilY
between 3,000 and 4,000 feet. Although I
messed about unduly over Letchworth in
weak lift, made over-cautious by a wide blue
gap ahead, and once went back a mile or so
to a good cloud, the a verage from leaving the
hill) had crept up to 22 m.p.h. on reaching
Bassingbourn. Three times at cloud base I
was able to fly at 65 m.p.h. for minutes on
end with the variometer at zero. But as I
approached Cambridge I sank to 2,000
feet, and doubted if! could make Marshall's.
A strong and gassy thermal from a
cement works came to the rescue, and as I
smelled my way to the centre. it gave birtb
to a cloud which was quite flourishing when
I left it at 4,000 feet.
I dallied over
Cambridge for Leica pictures, then sped
on across another gap. This proved so
wide that it looked like a straight glide 'to
Newmarket racecourse, and a close finish
by the post at that.
Down to 2,500 feet near Newmarket, I
I widened my circles in
met weak lifL
search of the centre: there wasn't one. I
looked up for cloud: there wasn't any. For
fifteen minutes I drifted at a Constant 2,500
feet, gyring and gimbling at Rate Half,
p.ast the racecourse, the town and the
gallops (with a glance for the field where
we planned to set up the Glider Training
Squadron in 1940 until the Jockey Club
objected).
A slow but restful progress.
Bored, I pressed on, and soon lost the little
lift I had.
A quick look at my scale showed that I
could make Mildenhall, but at that moment
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a flight of Forts from Lakenheath, four
miles further, reminded me of U.S.A.A.F.
hospitality, known of old. The snag was
that Lakenheath was barred downwind by
the Forest of Brandoll, nine miles across,
and a last-minute save at that airfield wOiJld
mean tree-top thennalling. My indecision
was resolved at 1,800 feet by a good cloud
which after some fumbling took me to
<500 feet. There would be no candY or
cigars to-day.
I passed Thetford in another of those
pleasant dashes just under cloud at 6S
m.p.h. without loss of height. For a while
I bewildered myself by trying to use the
Redhill-eoltishall track, more clearly
marked on the map and now converging.
By the time I had spotted this boob .1 was
somewhere between the two tracks. The
wind was freshening a bit: although the
places 'I had passed receded very slowly,
those yet to come seemed to approach Quite
rapidly. I preferred it that way round.
Average groundspeed from Bassingbourn
rose to about 40 m.p.h.
A jet came. up at me from the ground,
shot past vertically and disappeared into
the stratosphere: a queer sight from my
viewpoint.
I picked up the Thetford-Norwich
railway, but Norwich refused to show up.
In such a situation there is usually plenty
of sink, and from my best height of the day,
just under 5,000 feet, I did a long depressing
glide, watching tbe compass, trying not to
watch the altimeter. When Norwich loomed
up through a slight haze, I had drifted south
of my track, and the airfield of Horsham St.
Faith was well out of range on the far side.
I won about a hundred feet, then sank again,
and sneaked round the city on the wrong
side along a belt of water-meadows studded
with pylons, inclined to prefer for a landing
a large patch of what seemed to be bulldozed -earth inside the built-up area. At
1,600 feet, with 3,000 needed to make
Co1ti~hall, I edged over the city for a last
stan.d.
Above (he roofs was a vast mass of
gently. Tising air.
Immersed in thls, I
wandered up to 4,000 feet, and as my goal
came into the bag, dallied to take more
Leica pictures. Then, as the haze seemed to
be thickening (1 never clearly saw the
coas~line), I steamed along the railway
leadmg to my tenninus.
To starbQard was half a square mile of
water, presumably a Norfolk Broad, so

thick with sailing craft that few of them
could have had more than twenty yards of
sea-room. With cubic miles of sky all t(}
myself, J pitied their wretched sport.
During the day I had flown under thick
and thin clouds, large and small clouds, new
and old clouds, and not one had failed to'
proouce some degree of lift. In each of
three or four wide blue gaps I had found
something before reaching the other side.
I had flown over dry hills, wooos, towns and
fenland, but the thermals went up, or failed
regardless.
I sometimes think the dear'
Lord does not read the textbooks on
soaring meteorology. I had not jncidentally
overtaken the poor conditions of themorning.
At Coltishall 'I had about 2,000 feet in
hand, and forced my way down through a
last unwanted thermal. 1 might have gone
on to the coast and back, but the retrieve
would run late akeady. In the signals
square I noted, r thought, a "land with
caution" sign. After landing I discovered
it was a "total prohibition." A lucky error,
for I CQuld not of course have deliberately
disobeyed it.
I landed at 16.20 hours after just six hours
in the air, qu.ite fresh. Average speed about
30 m.p.h. for the 3~ hours from the base of
the first good thermal at Dunstable. r had
not hurried.
A cloud-user could have
travelled much faster, but might have had
le~s fun.
Probably two hours of soaring
conditiom remained to go.
Lessons Learned, or rather. Obstinate
Beliefs Confirmed:(I). I often soar on the hill for hours onend for no apparent reason. This sometimes
arouses scorn. But it is worth something
to be able to fly for six hours or more if
necessary without a thought of fatigue, and
to be fresh enough at the end of a long ride
to make right decisions. (A pilot from
Camphill, with Lympne as his goal, came
down from 8,000 feet over Lutof'. to land at
Dunstable for tea: he was tired).
(2). When you are used to it, the "half
million" map is the best. The Quarter-inch
map is perhaps better for those who are lost
and seek to identify minor features seen
below. Those who anticipate major features:
from a simple map will not be lost.
(3). A flight of 100 miles or so in
England on a reasonably good day does not
demand high-speed technique and so is
poor trainin.g for an International aspirant.
I couldn't care less about this.
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What are Lee Waves?
by R. S. Scorer
T may seem impertinent for a theorist to
offer an answer to this question to sailI.plane
pilots-as if they didn't already
know! But the purpose is to put before
them some distinctions and ideas in the
hope of helping those who meet lee waves
to make the most of them.
The analogy with water flowing over a
submerged weir is often quoted. Tt is a
good analogy but it fails in two important
respects: the water is not stably stratified
and has a top surface, while the air is
stably stratified and has no top surface.
The springiness in a st>ream of water that
enables waves to occur in it is derived from
the discontinuity of density at the top surface, while in air that is stably stratified
throughout, all the stream lines try to
remain h0rizontal and one above the other
in the same order. Even when there is
vigorous convection, the space above cloud
base that does not contain cloud is almost
always stably stratified, When the water
analogy is given it is usually suggested that
the springiness in the air i~ provided by an
inversion of temperature. This is definitely
not true.
There is a change in. den,ity at a free
water surface of nearly .100%, while at a
most exceptional inversion in the air the
change of density can scarcely exceed 5 %
and is usually 1-3 %. The way in which
two layers of fluid act upon one another is
through the fluid pressure, and Bernoulli
has informed us that the pressure depends,
among oth,:r thh~, on -ip U2 , wh-:re p
is the den~ity and U is the velocity. The
pressure i~ least wh-:re th,: velocity is
greatest. Tt is the way in which this qual'.tity is ch'loged at a surface of discontinuity
that matters. Even if we had a 20°F.
inversion, i.c. a 5 % change in p, it would
only require a quite common change in
velocity, say for 15 to 20 m.p.h., to give a
70% change in {'pU2, and we know that
.changes in velocity often, in fact generally,
do occur at inversions. Velocity changes
are therefore much more important than
inversions of temperature. Though we can
forget about sharp inversions we cannot
jgnore the stability, i.e. the temperature

gradient over large depth.s, as will be seen
later.
The water in the analogy has a top sur·
face, and we need not worry what goes 00
above it provided that it is nothing violent
like a strong gusty wind (which we know
makes waves).' The air, on the other hand,
extends up to infinity and this places some
restrictions on what can take place below.
Tt meam that, because the air is stably
stratified up to infinity, standing waves of
wavelength more than about J 5 miles
cannot normally exi3t, and can only be
exp~ted with very high winds.
In the
water, waves of any length can be produced.
The oonsequence of this is that, since
(by Fourier's Theorem) any mountain
shape can be thought of as built up from
wave forms of all lengths, some of the compon~ntscan'lot exist, and the air cannot
flow smoothly and steadily over the mountain. ft must either "sepaTate" and form a
wake, or the f1vw must be unsteady.
Actually it is not as bad as th:lt because
these restriction~ only apply to an infinitely
long mountain ridge lying across the wind,
and wh':n the ridge is only a few miles long,
say up to 20 miles, smooth steady flow can
occ-ur. The longer the ridge-that is, the
greater the width of th~ air-stream that it
affects-the greater is the height to which
it will affect the airflow, always provided
that the flow is fairly steady and does not
separate from the ground (more about
separation later). Therefore if the flow
over a very long ridge like th~ Norw~gian
mountains, or the Sierra Nevada in California, is steady and does not separate, one
can expect vertical motions to a very great
height, perhaps 100,000 feet.
Such motion, however, is not a lee wave.
It is often called a standing wave, but the
term "hill lift" is preferable. It is concentrated in the region close to the mountain
and does not differ in kind from th~ lift
found close to th~ ground over a slope.
"Hill lift," therefore, means vertical motions in an airstream directly a~sociated
with a particular hill. A. solitary wavelike
cloud sitting over a hill is evidence of hill
lift.
Besides hill lift the motion over a hill can
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set up a train of lee waves. Whether such
waves can exist or pot is determined
entirel)' by the nature of the airstream.
Two hills of quite different shap~ could set
up identical trains of lee waves in the same
airstream though their hill lift WQuld be
quite different. For example, an upslope
on to a plateau or a downslope off a
plateau might do this. Every time there is
any wind round a hill, there is some sort of
hill lift; but only in suitable airstreams are
.Iee waves formed, and if the airstream is
suitable every hill forms them, though of
course their amplitude will depend on the hill.
Much mon; is known about lee waves
than abOut hill lift. Though it is spectacular
to reach enormous heights in the hill lift
of a great mountain system, there is no
particular credit to be attached to doing so.
The pilot who can fly in invisible lee waves
over level ground is the real bero of the
piece.
Tbis raises the question of when they are
visible. What is most likely to render any
wavy motion visible is a shallow, very
mojst layer which forms a dense lenticular
cloud when it is displaced upwards, with
clear air in the hollows between.. This is
often achieved when there is an inversion
of temperature, for the humidity alv.ays
tends to become very high just below and
very low just above an inversion. It was
therefore inevitable that lee waves should
first be discovered and explored on occasions when there was an inversion-hence
the myth tbat the inversion had something

to do with causing them. There is very
good reason to believe that only a small
fraction of the lee waves that occur actually
become visible.
Since it is at present difficult to say much
about hm lift from the theoretical standpoint, largely because the actual form it
takes may vary a great deal according to
the airstream and hill shape, it is best exI=lored by pilots on the site. Quite a lot
can be said, however, about lee waves, so
some of the majn points are now summarised.
If the airstream is SUitable, every hill v.ill
produce lee waves; but if the hills are so
placed that their trains of lee waves are
exactly out of phase, they will c.lncel out.
A long ridge lying across wind will produce
a train of waves that extends a long way
downstream and may contain up to 10 or
15 wave crests. A shol t ridge or circular
hiU will only produce one or two waves
before they die out. The waves will lie
more or less parallel to the hill crest. Their
amplitude will be greatest if it is high and if
its slopes are steep, provided that they ar.e
not so steep that separation of the flow
takes place. The windward face ofa plateau
can produce a train of lee waves over the
plateau, while the leeward edge produces
one over the leeward plain. A coastline
can produce lee waves out to sea if a sea
breeze is blowing and the main wind is offshore, because the sea breeze circulation
acts very much like a mountain range and
deflects the streamlines from the land over
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the top of it. It is very' doubtful indeed
whether standing waves of any sort ever
occur at cold fronts: it is certainly most unlikely on theoretical grounds, and since
there is always so much vertical motion
going on anyway round a cold front, any
evidence for waves is highly suspect.
So much for the things that can set up
lee waves; what of the airstream? Broadly
speaking, what is required is an increase of
wind with height. Almost always, when
there is such an increase, lee waves will be
possible (and will therefore occur in the lee
of any hill) unless one of the following
also occurs:(I) A substantial increase in the stability.
If the lapse rate is very much greater in the
lower than in the upper layers, lee waves are
unlikely. Conversely, of course, if the
upper layers are less stable than the lower,
lee waves are more likely; indeed, in exceptional cases the decrease in stability upwards might outweigh any wind effects,
and if the lapse rate up top was near the
dry adiabatic (or, wet adiabatic with a
complete cloud cover), waves might occur
even if the wind did not increase with
height. Sharp inversions of temperature
can be ignored, but a thick isothermal or
inversion layer of, say, 2,000 ft. or more in
depth can be very helpful.
(2) A general stirring up of the air by
convection. Even if the variation of wind
with height required for waves is maintained, in spite of the stirring, it could
abolish the waves if convection cells are of
a size comparable with the wavelength.
This is equivalent to saying that the flow
must be laminar in the main. Convection
bubbles small compared with the size of
the hill and lee-wave length will only have
a small effect and may often occur, sometiIlll:s penetrating the lenticular cloud.
Vigorous convection in a shallow layer will
not ruin lee waves jf all the other required
conditions are present in deep layers above.
(3) Separation of the airflow so as to
produce a wake comparable in size with
the hill. This may change the effective
shape of the hill into one that produces lee
waves of very small amplitude.
Most pilots are familiar with the idea of
boundary-layer separation in aerodynamics.
It occurs in the layer affected by viscosity
when the airstream is opening out and
moving towards higher pressure.
The
streamline leaves the boundary and a wake
is formed. The same sort of thing can
happen on the lee side of a mountain, but

/

the phenomenon is on a much bigger scale
so that the stable stratification may prevent
separation, or if it does occur it may
restrict it to a small region so that no vortices are shed. The stability is a force which
tends to keep the streamline horizontaJ
and always in the same order one above
tbe other, and it inhibits overturning, so
that even if the bottom streamline leaves
the ground it may return at a short distance
down-stream and enclose a standing eddy
beneath it which merely alters the effective
shape of the mountain. Such an alteration
is certain to reduce the energy (and amplityde) of the lee waves.
Separation from the ground on normal
slopes is most likely to occur if the air is
not very stable, because in very stable air
the standing eddy cannot be created. On
the other hand, if a leeward (or windward)
slope is very steep, it demands a streamline
very much inclined to the horizontal, and
tbis circumstance is opposed by stable
stratification which therefore encourages
separation. On steep slopes, therefore, a
shallow unstable or turbulent layer will
often prevent separation. At Gibraltar,
which is very steep, separation occurs most
easily in very stable conditions; at Hartside
I would guess the reverse to be true in
N.E. winds. (This has nothing to do with
the length of the component waves which
may be thought of as constituting the
mountain shape. It is a friction layer
phenomenon and is not taken into account
in the theory of waves.)
It is not possible to calculate the wavelength with any accuracy from available
observations; in fact, it is best regarded as
one of the quantities most easily observed.
Even if very accurate and minute observations were available, it would be a long job
to calculate the wavelength, SQ long that
no-one is ever likely to do it except possibly
with an automatic electronic computer.
One can choose special cases and calculate
the wavelength or, easier still, choose a
wavelength and find an airstream that has
lee waves of that length; but that is not
very helpful, since there are many quite
different airstreams that have the same
wavelength.
Lee waves may explain many queer
observations, and if they give the correct
explanation one may be able to exploit
What about those
the phenomenon.
"evening thermals." for instance? And do
they last all night?' I don't know.
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CLUB NEWS
Surrey Gliding Club and
Imperial College Gliding Club
HE

Monsoon set in even earlier than

usual this year at Redhill, and flying
T
has been very much curtailed dUl'ing the
last three months, though as much training
has been carried out as possible. A number
of flights on Boxhill have been performed
during south wind conditions, and Ted
Ashwell completed five hours there ,on 16th
September.
An early start has been made on the Aircraft maintenance programme, and we hope
la carry out all C. of A. inspections ourselves this year. However, the intervention
of numerous parties is retarding the work
to a certain extent. On 11th November the
Clubhouse was tumed into a picture
palace, and Lawrence Wright showed his
pre-war gliding film and cartoon. John
Sowery produced a record of Orebro and
Tony Deane-Drummond the Camphill story
(1950).
Subsequently the Empire Test
Pilots' SchQol, amongst others, sampled
our Mark 2 Jungle Juice....
The year's flying is now virtually over,
and the figures are:~
Cross-Country Miles 3,700 plus 868
Private Owner.
Club Hours 890.
Club Launches (all methods) 5,600.
On 2nd September a vast fleet of Gliders
left Redhill for Friston. DUdley Hiscox,
Peter Cooper, Don Brown atld Laurie Han
got there, and John Sowery and Cliff
Dowdall fell a little short.
The two Stevens (A. B., and D. "Ginger")
did 38 miles each on lOth September, to
Smarden and Headcom respectively, giving
A. B. his "Silver C" distaoce. Ginger unfortunately .started 500 feet higher.
On 18th September Jean Bird went 68
miles to Haine, near Manston. Tony DDrummond covered the same distance on
5th September by travelling from Redhill
to Guildford and then to Shere via Redhill
and eventually back to Redhill again. A.
B. Stevens celebrated the 1st of October by
a visit to Eastling (45 mires).
During October a t,otal of 828 launches
was achieved, and Daisy (our T-21B Twoseater) celebrated her 5,000 launch. Though

due for a fairly ,extensive surface overhaul,
her main timbers are still sound.
In the hangar, .a fresh attempt is being
made to build a serviceable re-winch for
retrieving the launching cable. It is hoped
that. this will be flight tested sh()Ttly.

Southdown Gliding Club
the time this copy of
is being
B
read our Club may be the proud owners
of a high-performance sailplane. At the
y
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time of writing these final 1950 notes, our
Committee have been meeting ,to discuss
ways and means of attaining this much
desired goal, and it may be that in the next
issue of this magazine we shall have much
more to talk about than usual.
Although there are four or more week-,
ends to go to the end of 1950 we have .already passed 400 houts of flying at Friston
-the exact number at this moment is 410for 2,000 launches. Certificates gained are
four HA," eight "B," and nine "C." We.
put this down to our two"seater training
programme, which has proved a great success and responsible for more hours ,and
less launches, incidentally saving £50 in
petrol alone.
We gather that Tutors do not rate very
high but we have managed to hold our own
with them. Flying our two, our members
have obtained four 5-hour durations and
one of 4 hrs. 57 mins. The latter flight, but
for an unfortunate mistake in timing by the
pilot, ,could easily have been another.
Beachy Head was visited at l,6OO ft. by
Tut,or I, ana even Tutor 2 with only a nosehook has looked down on the lighthouse.
Of these visits to Beachy Head, Chris
Hughes holds the record height of 2,350 (t.
in our T-21B with Dawbam as co-pilot.
On this Sunday we had a wind from the
S.E. bringing very unstable air conditions
which, coupled with our usual cliff-face
lift, accounted for exceptional flying by ,all
machines.
We have also been able to visit firle on
four occasions this year, thanks to aN-NE
wind deciding to blow over these week~
ends. Altogether we managed 24 hOUfS'
soaring along ,these Downs, and only possible thanks 10 the trailer made by Johnny
Billeness. Late arrivals at Fristml have
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found our entrance gate marked with the
magic word "Firle," and those with cars
only wait long enough to scrape up less
fortunate pedestrian members before turning round and belting tlltough the valley to
the bungy site. These late ones can be observed peering up through wind-screens
with hungry eyes at machines already well
aloft, their feet feeding more gas to already
overloaded engines in their efforts to climb
the hair-pin bends to the car park on top.
Clouds of steam and whines of protest from
flogged innards testify to their anxiety to
get there before flying packs up for the day.
With a brief touch on my wooden desk
I have to report that the Club has not experienced any trouble this year. This is due,
in the main, 'to the energetic and often ver·
bal activities of our C.F.l., Ray Brigden.
At times I often wonder whether he has
served a short time with the Ogpu, but
banish this base thought when I see him
almost (he never will completely) relax in a
chair in our Clubhouse after all machines are
put to bed on Sunday evening, surrounJed
by his clumsy clots and blank so-so's. We
all realise that his is a thankless task with
enough cans to carry to sink a battleship;
that at heart he is ready to help anyone to
try and alttain his standard of flying.
We are fortunate too in having members
who are willing to turn their hands to any
job that will benefit tlw rest. They are led
by Don Snodgrass to whom we owe the
measure of comfort we enjoy in our Clubhouse. As O.e. Works & Buildings he has
tackled re-painting, rebuilding and all the
odd jobs that go to make life a little easier
for members after the day's flying is done.
The affairs and finances of the Club have
been well looked after this year by our
Secretary Eric Jarvis and Treasurer Dave
Parsey. We should indeed be lucky if they
were to serve for another year.
Summing everything up, we have had a
very good year, several new members now
flying solo, and the prospects of even better
times to come next year. We look forward
to seeing again man.y friends from other
Clubs who know they will find a welcome
with us, and it goes without saying that any
gliding "bod" who has not yet seen our
site will receive the same.
It now only remains for me to wish you
all on behalf of the Southdown Gliding
Club a Happy and Prosperous New Year.
K.H.A.

Royal Naval Gliding
and Soaring Association

abol1t the year's activities by
Association's five branch clubs will
Ibe thefound
in the appropriate paragraph
NFORMATION

below.
In terms of the total number of circuits
car-ried 01,11 activities have expanded considerably from just over 2,000 to 3,300.
However, this increased total has been
achieved by two clubs only, those at Gosport and Lossiemouth, both of which have
nearly doubled their last year's figures. In
fact, it must be regretfully admitted that
the Portsmouth Naval Gliding Club and
the Fulmar Gliding Club are the only two
really active Naval Gliding Clubs remaining
out of the eleven clubs originally formed
in 1948.
It is not difficult to find the reason for
this startling reduction in interest in the
sport of gliding in the Navy. It stems
directly from the fact that t.he number of
persons with sufficient exp::rience and enthllSiasm to instruct is so small that it is
almost surprising that any clubs exist at
all. It is unfortunately true that there are
in this countr) practically no professional
naval aviators who are in the least interested in the sport and still less in instructing
those non-a via tors (both officers and
ratings) who are keen to learn something
of the art of flying. It so happens that
several aviators who are interested have
been appointed to the Far East. All the
branch clubs are situated at Naval Air
Stations and accordingly the majority of
their members are naval aviation rersonnel.
who spend their service Jives maintaining
aircraft and equipment without having a
chance to fly. PartiC,ipation ,in the sport of
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gliding, and so actually flying themselves,
naturally helps to increase the interest of
these personnel in the efficient maintenance
of flying machines, and accordingly tbe
sport should undoubtedly receive all possible encouragement.
During the Easter Leave period the
Goodhart brothers spent 10 oays at the
French National Gliding Centre at ChaIIt:sles-Eaux with the express purpose (in which
they succeeded) of gaining the minimum
qualifications to be eligible to enter for the
National Contests. As was reporteto in the
Autumn issue a Mu-13a sailplane was borrowed from the Admiralty and came
second to Philip \\ ills in the Contests
making the R.N.G. and S.A. the champion
club for 1950.
Portsmouth Naval Gliding Club

Fl)ing started at the end of April with
the arrival of the Slingsby T-21B twoseater, resplendent in silver and navy blue.
with the R.N.G. & S.A. Burgee emblazoned
on each bow. In addition to the two-seater,
we have operate(l two British-built Grunaus
and an Eon Primary. De3pite unf'lvourable
weather a total of just under 2,000 flights
has 1x:en achieved-almest exactly double
last year's figures. In order to reduce
membership costs and ~o allow more
junior naval ratings to take part in tbe
sport, a monthly membership scheme was
operated. This scheme was not entirely
satisfactory as a proportion of the monthly
members joined more for the thrill of a
few flights than with the' intention of
seriously learning to fly, thus buying up
flying time that could have been used to
beller advantage by the regular members.
OUT site at Gosport has been !quite
remarkably devoid of uplift and the number
of soaring flights can be counted' on one
hand. In order to give the more experienced
members a taste of soaring, a camp was
e~tablished at Inkpen during the summer
leave period. Six members attended with a
Grunau and a winch; a "C" certificate (the
first and only one since the Club was formed
last year) was obtained by Lieutenant
Hunter. It soon became apparent, however,
that the standard of skili in landing ill a
smallish field, instead of 011 a large, smooth
airfield, was generally not high enough and
much more spot-landing practice was
decreed.

The Club provided the two pilots selected
to represent the Royal Navy at the National
Contests.
The Club is run by Lieutenant Commander Tony Goodhart assisted by Commissioned Pilot Cox.
Fulmar Gliding Club

Flying from the Naval air station at
Lossiemoutn, this club has achieved just
over J, I00 circuits as compared with under
700 last year, using an ex-German Grunau
and an Eon Primary.
The Club has been run by two enthusiastic engineer officers, Lieutenants Coulshaw and Leeson, neither of them professional aviators. They have devoted much
time and energy in maintenance of the
Club and its equipment, and all creait goes
to them for having trained many naval
aviation non-flying personnel in the art of
gliding.
Gannet Gliding Club
Our branch club at EglintoTl in Northern
Ireland has done a certain amount of flying
with their Eon Primary, but has suffered
severely from "winch-trouble." A visit was
paid, at the end of June, to the Ulster
Gliding Club site at the foot ofBenevenagh
Mountain. The Irishmen were most hospitable and two members, Air Artificers
Osborne and Samson, obtained their "e"
certificates.
The Club is run by a non-aviator, Instructor Lieutenant Stubbins, and the
club's continued existence is entirelv due
to his efforts.
.
Condor Gliding Club
This club, at the Naval air station at
Arbroath, Angus, was re-formed in midJuly after long inactivity, and managed
about 150 flights before. the summer leave
period; since when the airfield has been so
sodden, with rain water that it has not been
possible to carry on. The Club is run by
Captain (E) Oliver, one of the founder
members of the R.N.G. & S.A.
Blackgap Gliding Club
A sad tale here, at the Naval air station
at Stre!ton, Lancashire, of 30 naval ratings
with an Eon Primary and two winches, but
with nobody who is prepared to spare the
time to instruct them.
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Royal Engineers Flying Club,
Gliding Flight
HE

Flight is now firmly established at

Detling Airfield, near Maidstone. This
T
is largely due to the Royal Air Force and
the R.A.F. Gliding and Soaring Association, who have assisted in a number of
ways in building up the new base.
The present fleet consists of a primary,
two Cadets and a high-l)Crformance saiJplane. This is backed up by a strong array
of win.ches and retrieving vehicles. There
will soon be a weU-e(juipped c1ubroom on
the airfield and a resid.ent el1ginocr to look
after the equipment.
The main emphasis during tbe last year
has been on ab-initio training, and the
policy has been rewarded by a good number
of "B" certificates. ihere are now enough
enthusiasts to enable the club to undertake
a more ambitious soaring programme, and
many of them will have the oppor\cunity of
using the exceIhmt facilities of the R.E.
Gliding Club in Germany, with whom
there is a close liaison. A successful start

THE

was made with aero-towing of the sailplane,
and this may prove a major activity of the
club, which is fortunate in possessing its
own aircmft.
On 24th June the Royal Engineers'
Flying Club held, a successful and wellattended Air Day at Detling. The programme included demonstrations of abinitio glider training, acro-towing, soaring,
and joy rides in two-sealer gliders, in
aadition to 'the flying and parachute
displays.

Perak Flying Club
Club was established 17 y~rs ago
with a Government subsidy, but its
fleet of aeroplanes was requisitioned and
lost during the war, and now it c.ann-ot
afford to buy new ones, So for the past
year the Club has taken up gliding, for
which the Kinta Valley was found particularly suitable. Many of the local youths
who joined have alre'ldy reached the
soaring stage, On 16th October the Club
staged a public demonstration with its
fleet; an open: Primary, an intermediate
machine and a sailplane.

T
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Royal Air Force Gliding
and Soaring Association
Annual General Meeting
UR first Annual General Meeting was
n~teworthy for a very good attendance,
and It IS to be hoped that this is a pointer
to a rapId spread of interest in gliding
throughout the Service. The proposals for
reorganisation of the Association were
adopted unanimously, and mean that in
future the Association will act only as the
governing body for gliding in the R.A.F.,
and will no longer run a club itself. The
Association's resources will now become
available solely to get Clubs on their feet
by providing them with loans, or by purchasing aircraft to be re-sold to them on a
long-term repayment basis, the payments
being spread over several years if necessary.
Clubs wishing to take advantage of this
arrangement should contact their Command Representative, through whom, it
has been decid ~d, all business with Clubs
will in future be transacted. Likewise. all
enthusiasts wishing, through lack of fac Hities in their own Command, to glide at a
Club in another Command should ask
their Command Representative to make
the necessary arrangements.
Aircraft
Since the last issue of GLIDING the Association has acquired a Gull H, a high-performance two-seater, which is at present
being re-conditioned by Messrs. Slingsby.
In addition, the purchase ofT-3ls is being
considered for re-sale to Clubs if the demand warrants it. The T-3 I is a two-seater
version of the Tutor: it has the advantages
that the wings are interchangeable with the
TutoT and that the pupil can go solo in the
T-31, thus obviating a change of aircraft
for his first solo flight. The Sedbergh and.
Prefect from Detling have been allotted to
R.A.F. BTidgnorth Gliding Club, and it is
hoped to see them flying from Long Mynd
in the near future, thanks to a generous
arrangement by the Midland Gliding Club.
Mr. Slingsby's latest aircraft, the IS-metre
Gun v, has had its prototype tests completed by Flt. Lt. Forbes at Detling. From
first reports it appears that the aircraft compares most favourably with the Weihe, aAd
the development of this aircraft will be
watched with the utmost interest by the
Association.

O

Flying Committee
Now that the R.A,F.G.S.A. is really
getting under way, the newly-elected
Flying Committee hopes to provide useful
assistance to Clubs and Commands in
various ways. First of all, a system of instructors' categories must be developed as
it is on good instruction that freedom f~om
accidents depends, an.d the fewer accidents
we have the more use we will get out of our
available aircraft. Next in order of importance come5 the promulgation of Flying
Orders; such Orders will, however, be
merely a guide to Clubs upon which to
base their own. It is thought that the Flying
Committee should start a regular circular
to Comm.and Representatives, with enough
copies for distribution to Clubs, giving all
the latest work of the Committee, such as,
for example, the information we have
received from the Central Meteorological
Office on the incidence of standing waves at
SI. Auban. It should be possible eventually
to incorporate the system of instructors'
~tegories, the Flying Orders, a standardIsed Syllabus of Instruction al1d so on
into one big "bible" which would be
available w all affiliated Clubs.
New Clubs
The R.A.F.G.SA. is delighted to welcome to our growing list of Clubs "The
Moonrakers (R.A.F.) Gliding & Soaring
Club," composed of enthusiasts from
R.A.F.Stations Coleme, Compton Bassett,
Hullavmgton, lyneham, Melksham, Rudloe Manor and Yatesbury. The Association
is ~Iso pleased to note that R.A.F. Upwood
Glidmg Club has now started active flying.
W.HJ.

Royal Aircraft Establishment
Gliding Flight
September Course No. 3 commenced
L training,
and although our total comwas originally fixed at 40, we found
AST

p~menl

the numbers had risen to 55. Thus it has
been necessary to revise the figures to a
maximum of 60 with an intake of 30 each
year.
As each student is only with the Flight
for two years, and most flying is done at
week-ends and in the summer evenings, we
may not make many outstanding contributions to advanced soaring in this country.
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The wtructors might be able to do this,
but a conscientious inscmctor is so often
unable to take full advantage of the opportunity when it does occur. Perhaps,. though,
as we are training future scientists and engineers and bestowing 011\ them a distinct
.a ppetite for soaring, we are contributing
something to the common pool of the
gliding movement.
The limited training time available caBs
for a good deal of enthusiam and hard
work from the instructors, but fortunately
a very keen and competent team of voluntary instructors has been built up. It ioc1udes Sqdn. Ldr. Bob Smyth, one of the
R.A.E's most able test pilots, ""ho may be
fiying .. oclta-wing jet one day and our
Sedbergh the next; FIt. Lieut. BiB Bedford,
A.F.e., formerly an Empire Test Pilots'
School Instmctor and now a test pilot at
the Enablishment, a most experienced
pilot who holds the British height records
for gliders; Tommy Hall, an ell-Fighter
Command pilot with German soaring experience and now in Guided Weapons
research; "Spike" Minteme, now in ,the
Photographic Department at Farnborough,
whose work has recently taken him to
Australia; and Griff. Roberts, D.F:C.,
D.F.M., H.Sc., who also does valued work
as adjutalJt in lhe "bumph" field. The
servicing of our glidecrs is in the very capable
hands of Albert Rouse.
Since the Flight was established in February, 1949, our main concentration has been
on the training IIp to "C" Certificate standard. The acquisition of a Sed bergh, which
is excellent for its job, has made us feel
that the elementary and intermediate
training is progressing satisfactorily and
that now we should turn to more advanced
soaring training_ fhis important aspect is
being developed by FIt. Lieut. Bedford,
using the Kranich.
In November a party of us visited RedhiU fGr ,a showing of Competition films.
Owing to wrong information we missed the
films but arrived at the • refreshments"
stag~. A most considerate type (presumably
a Surrey G.c. member) put lIS on to a
"ver" good thing," the Redhill special brew
of "jungle juice." There may have been
some "wolves" in the party but that juice
just wasn't true! Before we were thrown
out, there was at least one Rugby scrum
over an empty beer case, and <l reve.red

/
E.T.P.S. man/insisted on entertaining with
some doubtful Egyptian ditties.
May I conclude on a more sober note by
extending our Best Wishes for J951 to all
civilian and service gliaing organisations.
ALEX W. CAMERON,

o.e. GLIDING FLIGHT.

Midland Gliding Club
can start Ihese notes with a report of
W
our
"Silver Coo this year. On
2nd September, John Hickling took our
E

~econd

Olympia to a field some three miles due
west of Great Malvern (36 miles). The
wind was NW./20 with 5/8 Cu. For sOme
inexplicable reason, he found difficulty in
deciding which was the Cu., but eventually
he found it, and with 5,200 ft. a.s.L in
hand, be pressed off towards Staverton,
which he had declared as his goal. His
altimeter unwound steadily until he arrived
at Ludlow, where the green ball coyly
showed itself. He circled up to 5,200 a.s.,
again, and looked around the horizon for
the Malvern Hills. To put it bluntly, he
couldn't see them, and a mild panic ensu~d.
Finally he calmed down onto 1400 Mag.,
and lookea for the next Cu. But no luck8/8ths blue! So he decided to try for slope
lift on the Malvems, which had meantime
appeared from under Olympia's nose
where they had been all the time. Luck
was agin' him, because he reached Mother
Earth three miles short of them. The lesson
learnt was: "Don't rely on a single landmark, but have a compass course marked
on your map, between your club and your
goal, before entering the cockpit." The
retrieve was a perfect nightmare, but David
Ince is best qualified to tell about that.
The Club clocked 1,000 hrs. by 4th
September. The third Club Camp started
on the: 9th and got away with a W/20 day
on the 10th. The day started with Cu.
building up all around, but these soon
assumed a decayed look, and after lunch
"It" arrived and ill no time Tlteo Testar
was at 7,100 ft. a.s.l. in the Eon Baby. The
wave stretched from MyndtolVn to Craven
Arms, and took Stan Jones, who was busy
getting his "c" badge, to 3,100 ft. a.s.1. in
a Tutor. September was easily the best
month this year for" us, 212i hours being
flown.
October.-We had our A.G.M., which
was a lively affair, and we learnt with
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5 LI N G 5 BY 5 ED BERG H [T21B) Two-seater dual trainer with wide reputation for
excellent performance and handling qualities
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A SLlNGSBY SAILPLANE IS THE VERY BEST
(It's agreed all oye, the Gliding Wo,ld)

Um aerovelairo Slingsby e

0

maximo expoente
~

~~~~v1j:-~
Een "Slingsby Sailplane" swe.fyliegtuig is het allerbeste
Ett Slingsby segelplan ar altid bast

SLlNGSBY SAILPLANES L.TD., KIRBYMOORSIDE, YORKS
Designers

and

Manufacturers
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regret of the ~ignation of Charles Wingfield and Theo Testar from the posts of
Chairman and C.F.!. respectively. Roger
Thwaite was elected Chairman, and David
.lnce has taken the burden of training upon
his shoulders. The month was not a good
one as regards w:ather, but we flew 43
hrs. 30 mins.
November.-The 12th was the only
soaring day thi. month, and was accompanied by a lenticular of Bishop-Field
proportions, but no one got around to
cootacLing it. On the 26th a few people who
normally live under a sheet of acrilic resin
(perspex to you) started wildly to circuit
the Tlltor, officially to tryout the bellyhook, but actually to be able to say that
they flew OR that Sunday when all other
forms of aviation were grounded due to
fog widespread throughout the country.
(We were above it!) This month we only
flew 3 hrs. :30 mins.
2 X J.H.H.

London Gliding Club
o find out tbe comparative utilisation of

the different machines in the club fleet,
T
their flying times have been analysed and

multiplied by the correct factor to give an
estimation of the number of hours' flying
during the whole year. The following
table, giving comparative annual usage of
the machines, is the result :
329 hour~
Prefect
T-21 two-seater
231
Grunall"Baby
208
208
Rice Olympia
185
Gull IV ..
Tutor IV
185
Blue Olympia
158
Tutor III
157
Dragonfly (T-2ID)
96
Tutor V ..
65
7
Cadet 108 launches
Daglings 1300 launches
The above list includes two machines on
loan. J. C. Rice's cream Olympia has come
from the Leicester Club, whose members,
if they have reached Olympia stage, may
come over and fly it. The "Dragonfly"
two-seater has been loaned by E. J. Furlong
in return for maintenance, and is specially
useful on good soaring days to help in
getting through the long two-seater list.
The blue Olympia has been obtained with
the help of loans from club members.

Another acquisition is a Link trainer,
which is already in use at a charge of 10s.
an bour, though it needs a little tinkering
before the instruments become reliable.
Frank Foster is in charge of Link training.
The club has arranged for acro-tows to
be avajlable at Elstree again: telephone
Elstree 1677.
Flying for September amounted to 287t
hours, with 527 launches. Three "C" certificates were gained, and three "Silver C"
durations flown; there were two crosscountries totalling 48 miles. The third instruction course of the Year finished with
seven "A" certificates, and the eighth pupil
missed it by two seconds.
A visitor during the month was Professor
A. V. Cid from Lisbon, who once built a
water sailplane which he towed into the
air behind a motor boat.
In October we did 189l" hours flying, with
526 launches. Frank Foster flew his Rhonbussard to Cambridge on the 15th.
Visitors from many clubs came to our
Guy Fawkes party on 4th November.
AmonS the scrap to be burnt, it was intended to include the Green Wren, Which has
not flown since before the war and is no
longer airworthy: but the owners objected,
and are making external renovations to
render it fit for exhibition, if not for flying
This machine was built in 1933, and was at
one time owned by the Cambridge Club,
from whom the brothers Read acquired it.
A welcome visitor on 25th November
was Per Melllengracht, from California,
who has soared to 27,000 ft. in the famous
~tanding wave at Bishop, in the Sierras.
Everything there is on a large scale, and
pupils on their first soaring flight have to
be told not to go above 20,000 ft.! Mr.
Meulengracht, who was on his way to
revisit his native Denmark, brought with
him several striking colour films of Amer.
ican soaring, taken at Torrey Pines, Elmira,
Grand Prairie, and Bishop. The wave at
the latter place is normally smooth, like aD
waves, but at certain levels there can be the
most violent turbuJence, in whi.ch Paul
MacCready once suffered a downward
acceleration of 31' g.
On 20th February the London Gliding
Club will be 21 years old; at least, that is
the date on which it was officially inaugurated at a meeting in Bloomsbury in 1930,
though the club was first mooted at the
"Gliding Lunch" on. 4th December, 1929,
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Today the regulal" Royal Ail"
Force offers you the chancc of a
career with continuous prospects.
From the start it is an absorbing,
well paid job. But it offers you
much more besides: thechancc to
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physically and mentally fit; to
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that you have an aim in life.
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3 E.XTRA ADVANTAGES
over and above the new pay increases

I. for thos.ewh.o fly - commissions for
suitable pilots ~nd navigators. generous
basic and flying pay. and gratuities for
short service engagements.
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of pay via the new Technician Ranks.

3. For all - wider opportunities for a
long service career with pensions on
retirement.
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and on some undisco"erable date in January, 1930, a provisional Committee was
fornwd with J. R. Ashwelt-Cooke as Chairman .and the lale Stanely O. Bradshaw as
Secretary. We are ha"ing our coming-ofage party on Saturday, 17th February, in
the clubhouse.

Hereford Gliding Club
club has just been formed. The
secretary is Miss M. J. Grindley, 20/21,
T
Newmarket Street, Hereford. The club is
HIS

considering the purchase of an Avia 4O-P
sailplane, a French design, of which several
examples were found in Germany at the
end of tbe war. It has a span of 48 ft. 10 in.,
and flies at 311 m.p.h. for minimum sink,
which is 2 ft. I in .. per sec. It was first produced in 1935.
Before the war, the Midland Gliding
Club had a branch at Hereford, and more
recently the Hereford Aero Club has dome
some occasional gliding.

Bristol Gliding Club

Derbyshire & Lancashire
Gliding Club
aiFcr~ft:

Gun

T~31

Tutor) used exclusi"ely for training, and
one S'edbergh two-seater used for joyriding and occasional training. We really
regard the Cadet as an obsolete type, and
have recently acquired a pair of Tutor
wings and struts, so that before long we
expect the list to read:-hNo Cadets, Two
Tutors-<tc. "
In addition to the abo"e, which are Club
property, we have within the club a number
of PJrivate Owners, operating a further
eight aircraft: five Olympias,. one Viking,
one Kite I and one German Grunau.
Up to the end of September, club aircraft had flown 366 hours in 1,742 launches,
and private aircraft 570 hours in 531
launches, giving a total flying time of 936
hours in 2,273 launches,-aJl this., of
course, excluding National Competition
Week. During the period under review 25
certificates have been taken: seven "A,"
seven hB," sevtm "c" and four "Si:Jver C";
while three "Gold C" h.eights have been
obtained, <l!lJ in standing waves.
The Club height record has been increased to 14,250 feet, also in a wave, and

thi~ aut~n ha~
lfl

main acti"ity
been
an attempt to put
soanng time at
O
our hill site at R0undway. To this end the
UR

Club fleet consists of seven
T
one Cadet, one Tutor, two Eon BabIes,
one
I, one Slingsby
(two-seater
HE

these phenomena are now so comparatively
common (at least eight different waves
have been used during the first five months
of 19<50, to say nothing of those that got
away) that we cannot understand why we
did not aecidentally run into more of them
before the war.
The National Competitions were again
held at CamphjU this year, and have been
fully reported elsewhere". Readers may,
however, be pleased to hear that we again
just managed to "clear ou.r expenses" on
the Competitions_
The largest ouildimg programme since
the hangar has been embarked upon this
year:-a 24 x 60 ft. Nissen hut, which is
almost finished at the time of writing.
Ostensibly this is a Bunk Room, but it looks
like being used as Concert Hall, Cinema,
and T~atre as well. Indeed, at the moment
preparations are feverishly in train (or the
Christmas Pantomime, which is the main
feature of our social acti.vities this winter.

Olympia and Grunau have been taken
over there and a party oC members goes
out every Friday night to stay the week,
So far the wind has not been too co-operative and we have had very few soaring
days. On one of these at the beginning of
October, J. Alien made our first erosscountry from the site, 10 miles to Pewsey.
On another, with a southerly wind, N. D.
Batstone demonstrated that the South
Slope is soarable by keeping the Olympia
at 500 feet for nearly an hour, a most encouraging performamce. Apart from this
we have been experimenting with various
winch runs and laying the cable over
sundry ploughed fields, tracks and fences
has enabled 1, 100ft. launches to be made·
in flat calm condition.
A number of improyements have been
made to the site. A brightly coloured windsock has been hoisted, drains have been
made, further windows installed and a
doorway knocked through between the
two c.ottages.
At Lulsgate our winter training programme started brightly ·enough, \!IP to 65
launches a day being made, and a number
of members of the newly-formed Brist~1
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University Gliding Oub coming along to
be trained. However, it suffered something
of a setback when the Tutor landed into
the only obstruction on the field. This
happened to be the two-seater, and the
result was detrimental to both aircraft.
J.N.C.

College of Aeronautics
Gliding Club
site at Craofield is not blessed with
T HEthermals,
but with the wide expanse of

aerodrome available it is ideal for ab-initio
training on an Eon Primary, and thence to
the Tutor. The <lcademic course lasts for
two years, so th.e main aim of the club is
to foster interest in gliding by covering the
first stages up to "C" certificate standard.
By an arrangement with the London
Gliding Club. "Cs" are usually obtained
at Dunstable.
This year, due to the number of eothussiasts in the club, the Grunau is being
brought back into circulation with hopes
of an odd cross-country, and Mr. Yales,
who is of untiring assistance to the dub,
often airs the Olympia-all of which should
lift the eyes of the beginner above thoughts
of ground-slides.
The culmination of last year's activities
was a three weeks' camp at Long Mynd in
July. Despite the unfavourable weather,
both GeQff Nixon and E. T. B. Smyth

Brisrol University Gliding Club
group was formed among a nucleus
O
of enthusiasts at Bristol last May. for
the purpose of bringing together University
UR

members, both undergraduates and others,
who are interested in gliding. We have
affiliated to Bristol Gliding Club, who have
generously put their fa.ciIities for flying and
instruction at our disposal. Only the core
of our membership has been operating
during the summer vacation, but we have
28 members on our books, and expect to be
fully active soon after the start of next
session. Mr. J. R. Alien is our only "C"
pilot at present, and our first purpose is to
get as many members as possible flying and
to "C" stage. The secretary is T. J. Patrick,
University of Bristol Union, The Victoria
Rooms, Bristol 8.

A DOCKERS' SCHEME
PROVIDES THE FINISHING TOUCH
THAT EVERY
FULLY

A.LD.

SAILPLANE
AND

A.R.B.

NEEDS

APPROVED

The techoreal services of our Aircraft Materials
Dep::.rtment are freely at your se.rvice.

DOCKER BROTHERS
LADYWOOD

BIRMINGHAM,
-211-
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managed the endurance leg of their "Silver
With the help of the Grunau it is hoped
to have an even more successful camp this
coming year.

c."

Army Flying Club
the past year, the Army Flying
D
Club has spent quite a lot of its time
looking round for a permanent home, and
URING

unfortunately a lot of good gliding time
was lost in the subsequent moves. We
started the year off at R.A.F. Odiham,
where we had been based for some two
years. However, the increased use by the
R.A.F. of this aerodrome rather cramped
our style and, on some week-ends during
the summer, forced us to give up our
gliding altogether. In an attempt to solve
this problem, and at the same time to acquire a hill-site for the Club, we moved the
centre of the Club's activities in March to
the Newbury area, basing our slopesoaring on Jnkpen Hill, near Coombe, and
OUT "ab initio" training on a disused R.A.F.
aerodrome at Welford, some eight miles
outside Newbury. But this venture too
was doomed to failure; the hill site proved
to be too difficult for any but the more experienced pilots, and the aerodrome site
too far away from the majority of members
in the Aldershot district; the week-end
attendance at Welford for "ab initio"
training dropped to very small numbers.
As a result of this, we were forced to look
again in the Aldershot area for a suitable
aerodrome on which to concentrate our
activities; this we were lucky to find at
Lasham, a very large disused R.A.F. aerodrome between Alton and Basingstoke.
Here, at last, we have settled.
The conditions at lasham are extremely
good; we have free hangar and clubhouse
accommodation, the aerodrome has extensive and well-kept grass areas-ideal for
",ab initio" training, and we are the sole
occupiers. Since we settled there in August
this year, Bob Swinn, the resident instructor and maintenance engineer, has put in a
tremendous amount of work to develop the
club house facilities and dormy house
accommodation. There is still a lot of
work to be done in developing the clubhouse, decorating the rooms and generally
improving the facilities. We hope ,that the
majority of this will be complete by the
spring.

Perhaps the greatest event recently has
been the arrival of a new T-2IB from

Slingsby's. We have been able to do this
through a very generous grant from the
Nuffield Trust to the Armed Forces of the
Crown. As a result of this, the Club is now
gradually swinging over to dual "ab initio"
instruction from the old solo training
methods. We are still rather short of ex·
perienced 21B instructors, but are fortunate
enough to have two very el\periellced glider
pilots amongst the members, Major Tony
Deane-Drummond, of the Surrey Club, and
Lt. Col. N. J. Dickson, of the Gloucester
Gliding Club. Owing to the present shortage of instructors, we are still forCed to
carry on a limited, and very carefully controlled, amount of solo ~raining on the S.G.
The Club fleet now consists of a T-2IB,
an S.G. 38, a Grunau and an Olympia. A
Cadet or a Tutor will be added to this
before the end of the year.
We still have an option on the hill site
at Inkpen, and also possess trail~rs for the
Grunau and the Olympia, so that we are
hoping to add some slope-soaring, either
at the hill site or at other sites, to Our
a~tivities next year.
With this fleet and with the facilities
available at Lasham, which incidentally
has also been proved to be an excenent site
for thermal soaring in the summer months,
we are looking forward to a year of ,real
progress and expansion in 1951.

Aberdeen Gliding Group
group has commenced activities by
T
acquiring and rebuilding an old Hols
der Teufel glider, which is believed to have
HIS

once been the property of the Yorkshire
Gliding Club. The type has an ancient
history and dates from the time when sailplanes were designed only for minimum
sink in slope currents. It was designed to
fly in light winds, and has a stalling speed of
only 18 m.p.h. Several were built in Eng.
land about 1931-2, mostly by amateurs.
The rebuilding should be completed by
the time this appears in print, and the
group expects to start flying in the spring.
The secretary is F. W. Christie, 6 Cherry
Orchard, Rosehill, Aberdeen.
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OTTLEY MOTORS Ltd.
TELEPHONE:

BOWlS

PARK 4568

0'

establIShed over 30 YeArs as repairers
all types of mechanical
devices, Including engine overhauling and tuning.
Manufaetunrs and repairers of eh types
01 motor bodi~s# ch.ssis, etc.
Finishes on m:.C1,al and wood of .U descriptions

including cellulose "od varnish.

DESIGNERS AND
MANUFACTURERS OF THE
OTTFUR RELEASE GEARS,
SUITAIIU FOR SAIL"LANES
AND AERO TUGS.
Manufacturers an<J repaireu of all
types of sa~pJanes and gliders.

Machines for repair collecred and
delivered Free of charge.
A.I.D .• A.R.B, & B.G.A. Approv.d.
Fully experienced st.ff for all departments.

ESTIMATES fREE.

11 CRESCENT ROAD. WOOD GREEN.
LONDON. N.22

A.R.B. and A.I.D. IlIspf!'Ct;on apP'orol•

.. More imponant still, we ..
~_
advanced two-seater in which more
eople can more quickly be trained to the
pitch when they can use the potentialities
of their aircraft to the fulL"
a

Gliding, Ap>il J950

Redhill Aerodrome, Surrey

Tele: Nutfteld Ridge 2200

WESTERN

•

AIRWAYS

MIDLAND GUDING CLUB LTD.
li'hc long Mynd,

Immediate Capacity 'for overhauls & repairs
Extensive spares slocks held including Fabric,

Dope and Paint, Plywood, A.G,$, parts,
Keenest prices. Enquiries wet'comed.

Ab initio Irain!ng to ~igh-performance soaring
Club fleet of; Seven Sailplanes ,including Iwo DUiilControl Two-Seaters.
Residenl Ground Er,gineu

Over 500 major repairl- and overhauls
complc:led on .11 types of Sailplanes & Gliders.
Immediat. on site repair service.

Catering and dormitory accommodation

Eslimates free.

WESTON AIRPOR.., Weston-super-Maro

New n-:cmbcrs can be accepted, particulars from the
Hon. Sel,:G. Batty, F.e.A., 2 Lombard St.

r-.

(Phone WESTON'SUPER-MARE 27001

West.

LONDON GLIDING CLUB
Dunstable Downs, Bedfordshire
Tc>Iephona Dunstable 419 6, IO!>5
Offers site of 140 acre';. anj soaring ridge and
permanent hangar. dub house. workshops. d'ormy
houses andl restaurant.
Club fleet includes 2 dual 2 seaters, 20lympias

Gull IV. Prefect, GFUnau 11. Tutors. Cadets and
primaries.
Launching by two drum winch
Link Tl'ain~r
Resident instructor and engineers
Flying every day e,;cept Tuesday
En"ance Fee £5-5-0.
Annual subscription £6-6-0

Excellent catering and Dormitory Facilities
Summer 'Holiday CourseS' 01 seven, dz:ys duration
are held each year. 8eginners l:l1d others are welcome

5ubscrlption []-]-o
Entry Fc>c> [1-1-0
Launchcs 3'Soo.lng 15'- per thour
Writo to the Secretary fer. fur:hcr derails

SURREY GLIDING CLUB

DORMITORY AND CANTHN FACILITIES.
Write to the Secretary for details
of membership.

NeareJ/ Cllfb /0 London

BRISTOL GLIDING CLUB
Ab initio training at Lul$gate-. Bristol.
HiII.Soarlng at Roundway Hill. Dcvix~s.
MINIMUM Subscriptions MAXIMIIM Facilities
Fleet of.s alrcrClft, including OlymplQ. Grunau,

'-

NOTICE
APRil-Post-war b:story of 8riiish Gliding (3/8d. posl free)

701.,81790

and

National

Gliding Comp4;!tilions

Order direc;' from thl: Secrelary,

Lane. Blistol. "

British

...:..

Pr,inlcd

De/mIJ from Secrdar)'

AUliVMN-Olub news 'rom 17 clubs, coverin~ aclivilies
during the first half cf 1950, and an exclusive a'ccount of
FI/lt. Bcdfcrd's record brea~ing fiigf,t (2IBJ, po!>t free)

We <ordially invite membership
CLUB

22,,~

fn ~ddition 10 the usuall suP?cr:ing articles of general
interest, accounh of outstanding flights and technical
articles, the first three i!sues of Gliding t'lad as their main
them,e the following subjects:-

JULy ...... lnlernational
(2/8d. po,t Iree)

Tutor, Cadet & 5edburgh 2·Sb.

GLIDING

Redhill Aerodrome
Ab initio training on TZIb two seater with ex·
perienced qualified instructor;. Five sailplanes
for cross-COuntry soaring. \Vinch Launcne,
Aero-Tmving. Hill Soaring. \'(ieekday Flying
Full Residential Facilities.
Link Trainer.
Subscription [6.6.0. p.a.
Er;trance {;.; o.
Training Flights 2/6 each.
Sailplanes I I 10 per hour.
Assodate Members (No entrance) £I. I.O. p.a.

CAMPHILL
GR'EAT HUCKLOW
'DER8YSHIRE
TWO-SEA TOR AB-INmO INSTRUCTION.
INTERMEDIATE AND HIGH PERFORMANCE f,lYIN:;_

t~ombQ

Staff~.

Ab-initio training at Bal.:::d'o Airfield
Hill Soaring at 8ishophiH, Kir,ro!s
Fl.eel (ll 7 Aircraft inch.:ding Two-seater

NUTFIFLO RIDGE

GLIDING CLUB

102

Bromwich.

Balado Airficld. Mllnathort. Kinross-shlre

THE

BRISTOL

West

SCOTTISH GLIDING UNION LTD.

Derbyshire and Lancashire

Write

Shropshire
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